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Introduction 

As Ethiopia has pursued market economic policy, private sector has been encouraged to 

engage in business activities and give rise business to be the point of discussion. Since 

commerc ial transactions have developed in scope and amount, the potential disputes that 

arise thereof may also increase. When a dispute arises, businesspersons may be worrying 

how to resolve, and which dispute reso lution mechanisms, may be appropriate and 

effecti ve to settle such a dispute. 

Litigation has been used as a popular tradi tional and adversarial method of resolving 

disputes but since it involves extensive pretrial procedures and protracted trial, it takes a 

long time from the start of lawsuit unti l a judgment takes place . Like wise, litigation in 

Ethiopia is time taking, adversarial and fo llows complex procedures, which are not 

appropri ate fo r businesspersons. This delay of time and other prob lems of litigation, 

obstruct businessmen, not to run their business effectively. These problems would 

become worse with the growth and expansion of commercial transactions. 

Therefore, a prompt and an effective commercial di spute resolution mechanism that 

wo uld faci litate the smooth flow of commercial transactions and encourage investment in 

the country, is required. Thus, it may be essential to introduce an effective system of legal 

aid for alleviating problems that are connected wi th litigation. 

Since mediation for commercial di spute is a mechanism of settling di sputes out of a 

court, and it is supposed to be more appropriate than litigation in many respects, it may 

alleviate problems that are attached with litigation. Commercial mediation is thought to 

promote the smooth flow of commercial transaction by reducing the occurrence of 

commercial disputes by narrowing the area of di sputes during their trade agreement and 

giving a qu ick settlement to the di sputes that have already created. It is supposed to be an 

impo rtant cost and time saving, and enable disputants actively participate in suggesting of 

sol utions that suited for both of them. More over, as it is a mechanism of settling disputes 

Ollt of courtroom, it would contri bute to the reduction of case backlogs in court. 

Thi s study tri es to examine whe ther mediation is appropri ate for commercial disputes in 

Ethiopia and that it serve as a cost effective dispute reso lution mechanism. It also 
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assesses whether it all eviates problems of delay of cases in court and contributes for 

access to justice. 

The study is organized in to four chapters and the respective sections and sub sections. 

Chapter one deals with the proposal of the study. Under this part, an attempt has been 

made to show the background, the problems that need to address, the purpose, 

significance, and the method how the study is conducted. 

Chapter two provides an overview of commercial disputes and the ma111 types of 

alternative di spute reso lution mechanisms that may fit for conU11ercial di sputes. In 

pm1icular, the focus has been given to negotiation, conciliation Imediation, arbitration 

and litigation 

In chapter three, attempts have been made to di scuss on commercial mediation with a 

particular attention to the legal framework and the practice in Eth iopia .In particular, it 

has been made to review and explore legal issues arising in practicing mediation in the 

process of settling commercial di sputes. 

Chapter four dealt with the assessment of commercial mediation by given emphasis to 

public opinion, which comprises of businesspersons and legal practitioners. In light of the 

other countries experience, an attempt has been made to indicate prospects how 

mediation would be restructured and served as appropriate as in the manner that attracts 

businesspersons in settling their commercial disputes. The study comes to an end by 

adding the findings in the conclusion and recommendation section. 



Chapter One: Proposals of the Study 

1. Background of the study 

Mediation as alternative dispute resolution is diffe rent from the adversarial approach of 

arbi tration and litigation in that it is a settl ement of disputes by parties themselves with 

the assistance of a neutral third party known as mediator. I 

Despite the fact that mediation has not been explicitly recognized in the Ethiopian Civi l 

Code of 1960, like concil iation and arbitration, most consider it is interchangeably used 

with conciliation. As a result, provisions goveming conciliation shall also apply to 

mediation (this study also favors the latter position).Regardless of the lssue 

recognition , however, as Ethiopia is a nation of diverse cultures, almost all of them 

employ mediation as an informal di spute resol ution mechanism for majority of conflict 

such as fami ly, civi l, including commercial and criminal conflicts. 

Mediation as a traditional method of dispute resolution exists 111 urban areas 

prominent leaders ass ist disputants in resolving disputes. In particular, in rural areas 

where 85% of population li ves, majority of confl icts have been settl ed through mediati on 

by volunteers and community elders.2 Though there is no ev iden~e as to when resolving 

commerc ial disputes through mediation was actually started, many argue that it has been 

with us probably as long as there have been people doing business 3 

Despite mediation has been practiced traditionall y as alternative dispute resolution 

mechani sm in Ethiopia, it has yet developed in its modern approach. That is to mean, 

while judicial adjudication and arbitration have traditionally been common forms of 

settling disputes, mediation has remained underdeveloped as an alternative di spute 

resolution mechanism in the legal system of Ethiopia, like many countries of the world. 

In the past decade, the posi ti on of many countries in the world like the USA, most of the 

European countries, hm'e s ign ificantly changed thcir lega l system for se ttling disputes. 

Accordingly, as liti gat ion is procedurally far more complex and heavi ly dependent on a 

court imposed time table and court related congestion, Alternative Di spute Resolution 

Mechanism (hereinafter is used, ADR) part icularly, arbitration and mediation have 

become an accepted move in the business world 4 Hence, several ADR chambers' 



mediation have been observed in many countries of the world, This justifies to state that 

mediation has come under the spot light and the watchful eye of many state legal systems 

for its ability to re~olve disputes in a short time and reduce court caselo~ds and overall 

legal costs5 

ADR in general and mediation in particular is believed to have the effect of reduction of 

backlogs of courts in various countries. As the study made on this area in America 

testifies , most of the parties and their counsel (85-65%) beli eve that mediation and 

arbitration reduce the time and the cost of commercial disputes as compared to litigation. 

Due to thi s, the American firms opt to go in mediation instead of litigation for settling 

their commercial disputes 6 

Although mediation in Ethiopia has extended in all sectors of society such as; in areas of 

community medintion, family, tort, insurance and so on, its practical sign ificance in the 

business world is slilll imited as compared to USA, Canada, Australia, United Kingdom7 

[n such counlrie:', there are few types of civil disputes that can not be Illed; ,ted and it has 

now bc;coming the ADR process of choice in the business world8 

Issll es relating 10 delay of cases and backlogs ) f courts are also erucic] problems in 

Ethiopia . The report on the EthlOpian Justice System Reform conlirmed ti'ese problems 

in the statement: 

One of the mos', impol1ant obstacles in front of a good access to justice is 

n',e backlog that has plagued courts and delayed of justice oy months and 

in some cases by years . Full priority should be given to so lving this 

problem. "J ustice delayed is justice denied , "is in some cases in Ethiopin 

literally tl' e datly practice. The backlog is a plague of tile system ilnd a ' 

shame to j ustice that should be remedied as soon as possible 9 

In parti cular. in the contemporary world where business transactioI', i~ high ly developed 

~nd being globalized backlogs of courts and delay of cascos ;11 litigat ion would harm 

business transacti" n and invcstlr~n t in the country. Since businessmen mi ght spend much 

time in litigati oil or puid a lot of fees for lawyers , it illlpair~ busines, trans«ction . Because 

the time , pe111 I(l l litigat ion and the money raid for law) crs \\ Quld h~ lIsed to rlln and 

strength business. 'I hus. introducing mediation may be one or th,: solu ti('l!s fOl it 
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diminishes court congestion by nan'owing issues that ~ e",d to be submitted before the 

court. 

The move to ADR, particularly to mediation has extended and applied by different 

countries. For instance in Germany after the fi rs t treatises authored by scholars on 

mediation and other di spute resolution related subject, mediation has become widely 

known and accepted as an option with in the panoply of di spute resolution mechanism. 10 

In the same way, Austra li a appears to be moving in the implementation of it, fo llowing 

the national mediation conference held in may 2006. II 

Likewise, Ethiopia has begun to give recognition for the establishment of ADR 

institutions. The Add is Ababa Chamber of Commerce Sectllal Association (here after is 

used, AACCSA) Arb itration Inst itute anu Eth iopia Arbitration and Conciliation Centre 

(here after it is used, EACC) established in 2002 and 2004 respectively are evident;al 

facts. 

When p,,(sons involve in litigation, obvious ly they do not have much time for the 

activiti es which they would prefer to do. For businpsspersons in particular, the impact of 

being involved in li tigation should not be L'llderest;P1ated because the primary purpose of 

businessmen is to run business effectivei) and 10 cam a po'olit, otherwise it would result 

loss. Hence, it is a great wastage for them to figh t a lawsui ts .!2 This is more explainec! in 

the way that, 

Settling disputes by v lay of protracted and expensive litigation no 

longer meets the needs of to day's business ",orld wl'Ien the vast 

majority of business disputes ,~an and should be settl ed using a 

process which IS less expensive and salvages business 

relationship. 13 

Th,; idea is since commercia l di spulcs have ;,n impact on the operation of the business 

process, the business iss ues requi re expediti ous and -:ost e ffec ti ve resolut ion w ith out the 

business being affected. In eertai " si tuations. when cases involving commercia l d isputes 

are taken to court as a preferenct' to rcsoll <' thro ugh it. the' business may be faced by 

Ill any other prohlems, such as injunction. :uspcnsion. d issoluti on of the business in 

assoc ia l ion~ etc. 



'hat about when disputes are settled through mediation is the issue that may be raised. mediation. disputes are settled by parties themselves with the assistance of third party utral with out taking a lot of time and costs. As the mediation process is controiled by rties themselves, they can define issues, develop options and achieve a mutuall ~ agreed olut ion. ,4 Since the dispute settlement is achieved primarily by parties' active 
ticipation, parties may feel sati sfaction and may be able to preserve or res to~e their iness relationship. Moreover, as commercial disputes often invo lve comple': issues 

aCrimony, and occur between disputants who have an ongoing relati )nship, 
btion may help to resolve such problems quickly, ine::pensively in a w2Y that 
ltains their relationship. In view of this, Gold Berg says, "heightened pm1icip2:ion by 
utants in resolving their own dispute should leave them more sati sfied with t0th the ~ss and the Ollt come than if they had their case adjudicated.15 Therefore, j,' ,V(,; ,u 
'ems thm exist in litigation in resolving commercial disputes, mediation ::lay 
tive alternative d ispute resol ution mechanism . 

lther reason that is more closely related to the above issue which necessitc:es this 
10 come to life relies on the contribution of mediation 10 the justice reform system 
Ie in pr0~I(,ss in the count.-y to day. Settling disputes th rough ADE. in p2.:licular 
mediati ,)n and arbitration is recognized as one of the remedies in the Justice System 
n in Ethiopia. To do so, however, a recommendation was made tbat a resea-,:h is to 
dueted whether the above mentioned dispu te reso lution mechanisms m'e e:'!ective 
! manner of using such me,:,hanisms.16 He:1ce, thi s study would examine .... hether -

. ~ on IS an effective alternative d ispute resolution to liti g:; ti on and res"!,,e the 
, judicial problems. Thus, this study would direct its investigation 3.' to it s 
cness and contribute signi ficant source for its application. 

'11ari ze. on the one hand, there are problems of co un congestion and ulllk,essary 
litigation agai nst which the Justice Svstern Reform Program has been Ie ~nched . 

,ther hand, some relative advantages have been suggested to resoh 'e di sr .. tes out 
oom. through med iation. The study, therefore, tries to lest whether mea:2lion is 
'ed to sett le commercial disputes in Ethiopia and examine the relati l'e ad'. .,mages 
.1ffcr Ill'J re "ppropriate than li ti gat ion It also, evaluates and anal\'z~' IVh c ' '' ~ '' tJ, ~ 

.~-



existing laws are adequate to regulate mediation in comparison with experienced foreign 

states. 

1. 2 Statement of Problem 

• It is viewed that commercial mediation as compared to litigation offers more 

advantages and potentially more hospitable to unique solutions. Since there is no 

empirical basis for the claimed advantages, this study tries to identify and 

adequately measure the asserted advantages of mediation over litigation for the 

Ethiopian business community. In particular, the study addresses issues whether 

commercial mediation reduces; 

-case backlogs of courts 

- formality and complexity of procedures, and whether it ; 

-is more cost and time saving dispute resolution mechanism 

-helps to continue the previous business relationship among disputants 

- provides satisfaction of disputing parties 

-ensures to preserve confidentiality, and 

-creates access to justice 

• It also addresses problems In connection to the application of commercial 

mediation in Ethiopia like for instance, problems of effective legal framework that 

su its the present business practices. 

• It discovers why the demand to settle commercial disputes through mediation is 

unlikely by the businesspersons in Ethiopia and other incidental issues will be 

treated in the due course. 

1. 3 Objective of the Study 

• As the study focuses on mediation, as an alternative dispute resolution mechani sm 

on commercial disputes in Ethiopia, it tries to di stinguish merits acquired by using 

mediation for commercial dispute .settlement as compared to litigation. 
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• It identifies legal principles and rules that enable businesspersons to resolve 

commercial di sputes effectively through mediation as it has been practiced in 

foreign experiences in a manner that would attract them to resolve their d isputes. 

• Since the study primarily focuses on empirical evidences and analysis of the 

primary data surveyed, it would provide original information for the law makers 

and policy makers to set rules for the application of commercial mediation. 

• It tries to discover reasons that. diminish the demand of businesspersons for 

com mercial mediation and suggests recoJ11mendations how to solve the problems. 

1. 4 Significance of the Study 

• Since there is no adequate academic research in this specific field in OUT country. 

it provides first hand information for the subsequent researchers and encourages 

mediators to participate in resolution of commercial disputes. 

• As the study is closely related to the problems of justice system reform in the 

country, mediation has a great impact on it so that it may call the attention of the 

lal"maker, lawyers, judges and other legal practitioners to promote the 

a[),,1 icability of mediation as a means of alternative commercial dispute resolution 

mcc';lanism. 

• By e~tab lishi ng ADR as a legal system in the country, it creates access to jus':ice 

ther~by facilitates 11us iness transactions and investment in the country. 

• It may serve as a reference materi al in this field of study. 

1.5. Scope of the Study 

This stuci:: c:)ncerns Gll a!t~mative cOlllmercial dispute reso lu tiun mC'chanisms with a 

special focus on med iation in Ethiopia. 

;"1ediat ioll as a reso luti'ln mechanislll Illay be rel evant for di sputes that arise froP1 social 

relationships. such as ; fall1ily disputes. di sputes of succession, tOl1. neighborhood, 

Ncwrl hel .. ss. thi~: studv 1:ll1its itself only to cOl11l1lC'rcial d ispules, Mediation car, be 

l11anciator) where parties jle cOll1pelled bY COU rlS 01 statute or it call be voluntary where 

pani c-s the l11sei"e~ agrc'v '," seltle their (bpute lw third patty neutral or institution. This 



study, however, focuses on voluntary mediation of the commercial dispute. To put it in 

more precise, thi s study deals with voluntary mediation as an alternative commercial 

dispute resolution mechanism for the settlement of disputes that may arise from the 

business activities which may be called commercial transactions. 

As regards to the geographical boundary, it is limited to the Ethiopian context so that it 

doesn't extend to the assessment of the relevancy of mediation in the world perspective 

except for appreciating the countries' experience to relate to the Ethiopian perspective. 

1. 6. Method of the study 

This study has been conducted based on both quantitative and qualitative research 

methods. It is qual itative because the study is based on reasons, logic and justifications 

developed by the different literatures and the previous knowledge. 

It al so employs quantitative method for the reason that the study will depend on the 

statistical data co llected by and through a sample survey. Such sample survey is used for 

collecting data through a closed ended and an open-ended questions and unstrLlctured 

interviews in the application of mediation as alternative commercial di spute resolution in 

Ethiop ia. 

The target group in collecting the data are mainly businessmen because they are the direct 

concern and uti lizers of the process so that it enables the writer to get first hand/ original! 

information. 

In addi tion, lawyers, judges, law schoolteachers, and other legal expel1s have been also 

be included as a target group for they have a legal knowledge in general , and specific 

know how about the impact of mediation in respect of commercial dealings so that their 

opinion wi ll be paramount importance to the finding of the study. 

The sample survey was made in Addis Ababa and Debre Markos based on the avai lable 

practices. These a re se lected purposefu ll y fo r the main reason that the data collected from 

businesspersons li ving in sLlch areas can represent the same person in any other cities or 

tOW11S in the country because business community is homogenous in pursuit of the 

common goa l with out di versity of objectives except maxi mizing profit by competing ii1 

market place. Besides thi s, the writer would get access for co llecting data in these areas 
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with less inconvenience than the others . As they are hornogenous the number of sample 

unite is limited to 200 for bus inessmen because a single person can represent a large 

number of businessmen. The other group constitutes legal practitioners (i.e. law 

schoolteachers, judges, lawyers and other legal eXpeJ1s) the sample unit is 100, which 

compri se 25 from each group mentioned, above. Since a complete soun;e (popu lation list) 

is not avai lable, method of selecting respondents is convenience sampling which is a type 

of non-probability sampling. 

1. 7. Literature Reviews 

Where P.' mediation as altemative commercial dispute reso lution does not have a long 

years experi ence, it has now become the ADR process of choice in the business world . 

Despi tc the fact that several countries traditionally l:sed it to settle controversies of many 

types, it s modern approach has not yet been developed in many countries l7 including 

E' hiopia. 

Tu analyze whet he ' mediation is more efficient , cost and time saving disputc' settlement 

mecl lanisIll, it requiJes to have made a close look at the litigation process. Literatures in 

this fi eld of study suggest competing views. Accordinglv. while some argue that 

mediat ion has sevetal importances as compared to litigation. others ernphasize on its 

sl" ortcolllings and favors litigation and even there are oth,!r categories who put 

themselves in the middle of the two competing \"ie\\"s . In the views of advocates of 

liti~,lt i on, the person with bargaining power causes the disempowered person to make 

decisio ns bosed on fear than on logic so that the judici,,: system is the y nly way to protect 

the righ t of the disempowered person and makes sure that the result is fair. [n their vie <N, 

"Imv is thc sole arena with in which unequal s can hope to achieve justice.,,18 Proponen ts 

rurther explain that mediation cannot guarantee seuienlt"nt as a result; it will take time 

and cpst' o f disputants. Even when a di spute is scubi. according tu the m, it may prevent 

precedent s fi'om bei ng set so the law may nl) t dC\ 'clop wh ich would hav~ developed in 

judicial adjudication. Fiss who is a prominent ad vocate of litigmio·1. argue that litigation 

is tll be encouraged beeause it is a forum 1'01 the aniclilmion of important publ ic values. 

In his vicw, "the mo vemen t to cl aim iegitil11 'IC) oi"AJ)R tumo the inefficiency of the kgal 

s\ stem and popular dissat i s t~t ct i o n with law. "''! 
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Advocates of ADR do not however accept the argument that inequality of bargaining 

power between parties can be found only in mediation. According to them, power 

imbalance could not be taken away from people who have it and give it to people who do 

not. 20 They believe that people in dispute do not usually have the same level of power in 

any type of dispute resolution mechanism, including litigation but in the case of 

mediation, successfu l mediator could avoid it and enable parties ' willingness to come to 

the bargaining table in good faith 21 

The advocates of ADR, further criticize the opponents' views. In their opinion, even if 

litigation may be appropriate for situations where settlement in mediation and other ADR 

system may not be appropriate, it has several drawbacks . Its shortcomings are primarily 

manifested by being too expensive and time consuming. In addit ion," dispute processing 

in li tigation requires adversaries that it utmecessari ly creates hostility between disputants 

as courts largely rely on a formal adversarial process that may fUl1her antagonize the 

disputing parties." 22 

However, in mediation the structure is not adversarial. In their view since mediation 

enables disputants to talk about what has gone wrong and to see if there are opportunities 

to work together in the future, it resolves their problems for common interest and 

preserve business relationships, which is unlikely to happen in litigation. In mediation, a 

third p311y assists disputants in applying their values to the facts and reaches a result. 23 

Proponents of mediation further argue that compulsory to apply the law doesn't exist in 

mediation. According to them, "a voluntary mediation, provides options to parties to have 

a primary protection for the faimess of the process and the free ly obtained consent by the 

p31iies make more likely that their interest will be served by the settlement and that they 

will voluntari ly comply with it 24 and encourages vo luntary compliance with the 

resolution. 

Fuller who stands in favor of mediation strengthens the above views that: 

Mediation has the capacity to reorient the parties to wards 

each other not by imposing rules on them but by helping 

them to achieve a new and shared perception of their 

relationship and disputing panies have considerably more 

9 



autonomy In mediation than they would in adjudication 

process where judge or arbitrator would impose a decision.25 

The literature on ADR suggests that instead of risking an imposed decision by a judge or 

arbitrator, people may prefer a non- binding settlement process in which the third party 

empowers the patiicipants to control and shape the out come. To them, since adjudication 

presents an imposed rather than a bargained or mediated solution, it is ineffective for the 

resolution of disputes 26 In their view, to reduce time, money and exposure to a litigious 

atmosphere, business men have to use mediation as an alternative di spute resolution 

mechanism. 27 

Apart from the above views, a third category places itself in the middle. In their views, no 

one approach is best for resolving all disputes. For them, there is no right or wrong 

answer to the question of which process is most appropriate depending on many factors, 

such as parties' needs and expectations, cause of the dispute, confidentiality and others28 

influence to deternline which process of dispute resolution would be the most useful and 

effective. 

To summarize the whole idea of literature review, there is no a uniform world view of 

dispute resolution. Literature reviews reveal divergent views on whether ADR in general 

or mediation in patiicular is appropriate for settling disputes with particular emphasis on 

business disputes in comparison with litigation. Since businesspersons primarily run the 

business and doesn't need to waste much of its time and cost in litigation, this paper 

attempts to ascertain this fact and further substantiate and analyze the above confl icting 

views. Besides this, it tries to relate the relevancy of mediation process and out come 

with the Ethiopian context to give cognizance its impoliance to the relevant authority. 

10 
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resolution mechanism with the intention to contribute for the accessibility of 

justice in the country. 

• Laws on mediation should as well be adopted as part of the country's legal 

system and address significant facets in the legislation framework that would put 

mediation to be an attractive commercial dispute resolution mechanism. 

More specifical ly 

• It is necessary to ensure enforcement of the settlement agreement by providing 

procedure whereby a settlement agreement can be confirmed in a judgment by a 

court or be registered by public authority as notary so that it would be 

recognized and enforced with out instituting a suit incase of violation of the 

settlement agreement. 

• Since the viability of mediation as an alternative to litigation depends on parties 

that may be assisted by appropriately trained and experienced third party 

neutrals, it would be important to have made regulatory framework for mediators. 

• Since confidentiality is a crucial ingredient for commercial mediation, which 

encourages parties to undertake frank and open discussion in the process of 

mediation, disclosure of information in the subsequent litigation or arbitration 

should be prohibited unless it is necessary by law or in enforcement of the 

settlement. 

• As it has been witnessed by the questionnaire, most businesspersons are not 

familiar with the existence of institutions such as EACC, AACCSA that can 

conduct mediation. Thus, the government should make them familiar and create 

awareness through different mechanisms such as mass media, using local 

associations, etc. 

In general, rewarding the above-mentioned recommendations would result in the 

movement of businesspersons away from lawsuits in commercial disputes thereby 

reduces backlogs of courts and facilitates smooth commercial transactions by preserving 

their relationship 
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Date-------------2007 

Questionnaire 

This questionnaire is designed to be completed by legal practitioners to make surveying 
assessment on the settlement of commercial dispute through mediation . The purpose of 
collecting thi s surveying data is to conduct a research on whether "mediation" is 
appropriate di spute reso lution mechanism as an alternative to litigation. 

This questionnaire compri ses two parts: 

The first part COI1cerns personal data of the respondents, which helps to know who the 
respondents of the questionnaires are0 The second part deal s with 'status.' wh ich refers to 
the respondents' position to the questions in the questionnaire document. 

Therefore, your cooperation to fill thi s questionnaire diligently and with precaution will 
considerably be signi fica nt for the accomplishment or the research. 

Having recognized "our significant contri bution. you are po li te ly requested to choose 
what you th ink is appropriate in an unequ ivocal manner. 

Instructions 

r YOLI need not \\Tite your name 

r For our appropriate choice mark a ri ght symbol (tick ) in the box. that 
constitutes you r ,'10ice for each question. · 

r You arc: rree to choose Illore than one choices for each question , 

Part 1 -personal data 

c Agc _____ _ 

o Sex 

c Proless ion 

o Quali fi ca ti ol1 ___ _ 

G Address (it su t'li ces to \\Tite city/town \\'here you arc li "ing ) 

Pan two-sta tu s 

. Do you agree'? 



2, If yo ur answer fo r the above question IS "yes", which one of the follo wing 

advantages can be obtained by employing mediation0 

c:: expeditious settl ement of the dispute(time saving) 

~ sati sfacti on of the parties with the settl ement (wi n/win) 

= confidentiality of the process and the sett lement. 

= red uction of costs 

,- reduction of case backlogs of courts, 

_ he lps 10 presel"\e busi ness relationship 

Specify other ach'antagcs , if an ,, __ _ _ _ 

,~ \I 'h" t may be the disach'antages of medial ion in the scrtie lllcnt of commerci al di spute" 

.:: it is more suscept ible fo r unequal bargaining 

lack of enforcement mechani sm 

other reasons, if an" 

-+ If you he lie,'e that J11edialion is more 3ppropriatl' for comJ11ercial dispute resolution 

\I 'hic h approach mav be preferable fo r it s effecti, c appl icati on 0 

tradi ti onall, ', b, ' elders and popular in the business CCHllJ11U nity, 

\\Oi\h establi shed in::ititlltioll and gC\\ 1..'rl1iJl ~ rllle;.; l)f procedures ancl trained 

lllt.'diat~") r s 

Spec i!':. ifYOLl might wi::;h to suggest all: (Ith(']" (1pproach 



5 If you agree that mediation is an appropriate commercial di spute settlement. how 
wou ld it be familiarized with the business community so that it may be effectively 
uti li zed , 

by establishing institutions which is responsi ble to med iation as part of !\DR 

by creating a\\'areness of the businessmen 

by pro \'iding train ing to med iators about the concepts. ap plication. principks 0 

lllcdi :l! ion and skill s ofl1lL'Jiating disputan ts in a \I,a~ t~, attract cl i etll~. 

By (1ch"l;!rl is ing and promoting through the dirkr~n t cOIllIl1Ll lli c::ltion Illt'di~l 

Spec i 1\ if the re I'; ~ Il \ other reasc·n ____ , _ _ _ _ _____ _ 

Ii \\'hich one or the follo\\ 'ing commercial dispute rcsol uliol1l11echanism do \O U thi nK 
!la'. been pract iced in Ethi opia as an in lor111al traci itillliid system of cii spute settlement. 

\lccJiatioll - concili ation both of them 

- Stltl1e \\ riter:;; have the opini,,;n that ther(' i;; no l'l l:~'I1· di~lincriol1 bct \\"ec ll mediatiun all,.! 
c<" lCiliation and that the\ ' are used intcrch~llgeabh, \\hile others do not agree \\ith th is 
c"cnio n, To \\h ich group do \ ' \HI belong ') 

to thOSe who believe ha\ ing distinction bel\\('cn lilc-1l1. 

-- -
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Chapter Two- Commercial dispute and dispute Resolution Mechanisms: An 

overview 

As human beings are social animals, interactions made among them are natural 

phenomena. In the process of interactions, disputes may arise among them. A variety of 

personal, social, economic, etc disputes may be created among families, couples, 

employees, neighbors, businessmen, and so on. However, not all such di sputes will be 

covered by thi s study. This study is rather limited to commercial disputes that arise from 

commercial matters. Before di scussing commercial disputes, however, it seems proper to 

acquaint readers with the tem1S "commercial transactions" and related concepts. 

2.1 Commercial transactions and disputes that arise there from. 

2.1.1 Commercial transactions 

There are some terminologies that are often used in connection with commercial 

activities; such are commerce, commercial, trade or business acti vities . It wi ll be essential 

to acquaint with their definitions so that readers may get a clear understanding about 

them in particular, and conunercial transactions in general. 

Commerce is defined to mean, 

the exchange of goods, productions or property of any kind , 

the buying and selling and exchange of articles . .. including 

trade, traffic commerce, transaction, communication . . . I 

The other source restates the above definition, and added further that it is 

trade and traffic carried on between different peoples or state and its 

inhabitants, including not onl y the purchase, sale and exchange of 

commodities but also the transportation and communication of people of 

the different jurisdictions, including instrumentalities, agencies, and the 

means by which business is accomplished.' 
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Commerce is therefore, about trade and it is often used interchangeably with trade 

activi ties . Nevertheless, commerce descrihes the exchange of merchandise on a large 

sca le business activity between different states! interstate! wh ile trade is referring to the 

commercial traffic with in a state! intra state!'- It also applies to the exchange of goods 

and services on a large scale invo lving between states and nations. Since intrastate or 

domestic commerce is a trade activity that occurs solely with in the geographic boarders 

of a given state, it is subject to an exclusive control of that state (i.e. national legislation) 

but the interstate commerce refers to the exchange of commodities between citizens of 

different states across a state lines4 

In the Ethiopian case, even though the right of eng?ging in any economic activity has 

becn incorporated in the FORE constitution. ; the tcrm commerce is not defined as in the 

American constitution. The American constitution in its commerce clause, defines 

··commerce" to meal', business or commercial exchange in any and all of :ts fo mls 

bt"\\,cen citi zens of different states6 and empowers the congress to regulate it. 

'·Cu mmercia l" is alfo the other term, which often used to matters relating to business 

aCT: \·jt ie~ .. It is defined to mean, "that wh ich relatE'S lu or is connected with trade and 

tmf1ic or commerce in general; which is occupied II ith llusiness and commerce of buying 

and sclling,, 7 Commercial is some thing related with trade and commerce and 

encompasses all aspects of buying and sell ing with a vic,,· TO trade activities, and covers 

matters arising from all relationships of a commercial nelme whether C')ntractual or not. 

h \\ouJd be impossible to exhaustibJ y specify all t ~ pes of activities which are of 

cOlll merc ial nature except demonstrating some eXa'tlp l ,!~. such as; any trade transaction 

for the suppl y of excLange of goods or serv ices. distl ibution agreements, commercial 

represelllati on or agency, factoring, leasing. c'"1,truction " f w0rk~: , consulting, 

engineering, li censing, iIlYt'stnlent. financing. x 

Since business activities are covered in a lIide rdnge under the term "commercial 

transaction' , to define itlllay he lp us to know more ahout husine,s activities. 

:F ;.' 
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Commercial transaction is defined 

To include not only contracts for the supply of goods or services but 

also the provisions of finance through loans and -the like and any 

guarantee and indemnity in respect of such transactions or activi ti es 

whether of a commercial, industrial, financial, professional or other 

similar activities9 

The author of this defin it ion tri es to define it by way of descriptions of the activities that 

make up commercial transactions. As it is also defined by the organi zation for the 

Harmonization of Business Law in Africa (here after is called OHADA), "commercial 

transaction" shall include; 

the purchase of movable or immovable property for sale, banking, stock 

exchange, currency exchange, brokerage, and transit transacti ons, 

contracts between traders fo r the purpose of business exploitation of 

mines, quarries, rental of personal p"operty, manufacturing, transportation 

and communication, operations . .. and transaction carried out by 

commercial companies. It dlso adds Lhat a bill of exchange, promi ssory 

notes and a warrant b) virtue of thei r form, shall be considered 

commercial transact ions I 0. 

In both defin itions given, the term commercial transaction is explained in descriptive. It 

is merely a designation of the act ivities that relate to business dealings and as inferred . 
from the above defin ition (i. e words such as; similar activities, includes), the li sis are 

illustrati ve 

As attempted to clear out in (he OHADA. persons whose regular occupation is (0 carr \' 

out commercial transac tion arc traders' '. As pcr th is prov ision, to be a trader, a perSL' n 

should carry out commercial transactions as a regli lar occupation. Accordingl y. a pcrsnn 

who invo lves in commercial transact ions as 011 and o ff basis may not be a trader. 

In order to know whether there is I' similar understand ing in the Ethiopian context. ",' 

should rcsort to the Cthio pi<l11 Commerc ill l Code, 1960(here ailer is call ed, COJll Jl1 lTC ", I 

Code) .Under the Ethiopian (' olllmcrcial Code. persons who profess ionally , and for "alll. 
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carryon any of the enumerated activi ties under Arti cle 5, on a regu lar basis, are called 

traders l2 The activities specified under Article 5 of the Commercial Code, such as; 

pl:rchase of movabl e or immovable, exploitat ion of mines, banki ng, brokerage etc, are 

almost similar with that listed in the category of commercial transaction under OHADA. 

Therefore, despite the fact that commercial transaction is not defined in the commercial 

code, the trade acti vities specified under Article 5 are essentially similar with the list that 

constitutes commercial transactions in the OHADII and so does the definition of traders. 

This perhaps may not be a mistake to say commercia l transaction is implicit in oui case 

because all authoritative commercial activiti es, which are carried out by traders, are 

d d . I . 13 regal' e as commercia transactions. 

The commerc ial act ivities spec ified in Article 5 of the Commercial Code can also be 

carried Ollt in groups in the form of business organi zation. In th is respect, where the 

obiects of business organizations under the memorandum of association or in fact involve 

in any of the activities specified under Arti ck 5 of the same code, the business 

orga ni zations sha ll be called commercial business .J rganizations 14 and the acti vities iO be 

can·ied out by them may be commercial activities b:: the same ana logy di scussed above. 

Therefo le, a business organization other than ord!llar) partnersh ip may be commercial 

hlsiness organization l; depending on whether the) involve in the commercial activities 

:15 spccilid in Articl e 5 Commercial Code. However, such IUle does not apply for 

companies in Ethiopia. In the case of share companies and private limi ted companies, 

lhey shall always be categ0rized as commercial busi ness organi zatiolJs l6 irrespective I)f 

,,·hether they carry out in any of the enumerated cOlllmercial acti\·ities in Article 5 of the 

S~ll1e Code. 

One more po int to be raised in connection with the c, ' llll11ercial aClivities is whether such 

'Ic li\·ili es lisled in Arti cle 5 of the Commercial (,,,de are illu , trmive or exhausti ve. As 

rq~ard s such i s ~; ue there is no uniform understandi ng . SOllle argue thai the li sts are 

cxhausti ve based on the fact that there are extended lists with no an y phrase indicating it 

being cOlliinued. The advocates of such li ne 01 argument. \·iew that the limit of 

c(l llllllcrci,il activit ies as slich might havc been done dc' liberat eh· by t.he law maker:; in 

lndl..'r 10 C"lC') Uragc professional activit ies by J vo iding the burdell 1) 1' in conveniences 
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imposed up on traders. The opponents on the other hand argue paying emphasize on~ the 

continuous nature of conullercial activities with the changing demand of the society. In 

their believe, the lists enumerated in Article 5 of the Commercial Code are illustrative. 

According to them, since conlmercial activities by their nature are dynamic, which could 

be improved and being extended with the changes of social environment, it would be 

difficult to enWllerate in a system of exclusive listing. 

This last approach mainly based its argument on the natural fact that the commercial 

activities carUlot be limited but it does not attempt to indicate which word or pluase 

thereon may refer to the con tinuing nature of such activities. 

Despite many activities ha','e been left from being included in the li sts such as practi Ce of 

law, medicine, operat ing school , hospital etc, exemption of such activities from the li st 

might seem the deli berate act of the legi slature with a view to encourage them by mak.ing 

free from the obligati ons of traders. More over; the long lists of trade acti vities in Art. 5 

of the Conunercial Code "I'd the absence of any plu·ase or word thereof showing a ,ense 

of continuity may lead us 10 conclude that the lists are exhaustive. This is what Wild li p 

is trying to put his opiniw in his " Back Groulld Document" on the Commercial Code, 

1960. 

According to him, the :i51 in Article 5 of the ConUllercial Code is very long, but its 

significance to prevent ditliculties of interpretation and to guide the judge in detail is 

vital. In his view, each activ ity enumerated has been weighed to include activities. \'.hich 

should be subject to commerc ial law, but the enumeration should be limitati ven 

The recent Procb mation that deals with commercial activities in Ethiopia is Proclamat ion 

No.167/ 1997 . Articl e 2(3) of Ihis proclamation provides that, 

Business person is a physical or juridical person who: a) 

Professionally and for gaPl carnes out any of the acti vi ti es 

enumerated ullJcr A··tick 5 COI11. C, b) Who di spenses any sen ·ices 

for considermi,)11 olher thall for wages or salary, or c) Carries out allY 

one of the commerc ial acti vities designed as such by Regul ations 

issued by the go'·ernmell t IR 
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As envisaged fj'om the above provision, "dispensing services for consideration" which 

were absent from the conunercial code are added in the current proclamation. More 

specifically, professional activiti es that were not considered commercial activities in the 

Commercial Code seem considered commercial activiti es in the above proclamation 

under the phrase "dispensing services for consideration" . In add ition, as one could 

understood from the phrase "that may be designated by Regulations" In the above 

provision. commercial activities other than provided in the commercia l code and the 

proclamation just m entioned, seem open ended but creates confusion as to when and how 

the Counci l of Mini sters may speci fy. Leaving the di lemma for the movement, the 

prospect seems that commerce is experienced an expansion tar beyond earlier which 

might result from the multipli cation of commercia l transactions. 

In thi s regard. one may be ab le to raise other issues ii1 conn~c tion with the 

implementation of the law but the points just discussed are adequate for our purpose. To 

be more specifi c. except acq uainting readt rs with the basic concepts rclated to 

commercial acti vities, the author of this study does not intend to put a boundary li ne or a 

clear demarcation betlVeen the commercial activities and non- commercial aCljviries. The 

di scussion focusillg 0'1 the legal concepts of cO!1lmercial transaction as such IS b, lieved to 

enable readers to J istinguish commercial legal relationship fron l non- cOl\1mer ~ ia l one 

.The basic idea that the \\Titer intends to convey under the present di scussion is that it 

" 'ill be helpful to know commercial matters to choose a number of areas that comll1onl y 

create commercia l disputes . 

To summarize the poi nt under disc ussion, Ethiopia attempts to designate rules that are 

peculiar to commercia l transacti ons under th~ commercial code that would le iult a 

number of specifi c legal consequences, wh ich are different from the ordinar)' contrartual 

agreements. Since the inv. of commacial transactions covers a wide range of con~!l1ercial 

activit ies. Ih,' disputes th:lt ma\ arise in connection wi th such activ iti es entail cOlllmercial 

disputes. 

2.1.2 Comlllcrcial Dispute 

In order to understand "bo ut cOllllllercial di sputes, it needs li rsl i(I dcii nc 1 ii,' Ic·tTn 

"disl~UIC". "I )i,pulc" 111") he dl' tincd as "a cOllni ct or cont rover~\·. "spcci;t1ly (JIIC tllUt III' 
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given rise to a partic ular lawsuit" .19 Pursuant to this definiti on, the controversy or con fl ict 

is said to be a di spute, parti cula rl y when it gives rise to a lawsuit. What if the controversy 

does not give rise to a lawsuit seems not covered by this definition. The other author, 

however, defines it in a manner that may avoid the above uncertainty. Accordingly, 

dispute is a " confli ct or a controversy; a conflict of claims or rights; an assertion of a 

right, claim, or demand on one side, met by contrary claims or allegations on the other. It 

is the subject of litigati on; the matter for which a suit is brought and up on which issue is 

. . d ,,20 jome . 

The other issue that may arise here is whether there is a di stinction between the tem 

conflict and di spute. Regarding thi s issue, some argue that they are synonymous and are 

used interchangeabl / I but others do not accept. Those who draw a di stinction between 

confli ct and dispute assume confli ct. as the parent and, dispute as children, which 

descri bes that a confl ict gives ri se, and sustains di sputesn 

In their perspective, di spute is a speeitl ( man ifestat ion of confl ict so that the former is a 

subset of the !ater. 2l In both cases. however, there has been identifia1:Jle parties and 

delineated points of difference bet\\'een those parties. 

Hav ing said th;" much abo'.lt cispute as an Introductory point in general, we now pay au! 

attention to di sputes that ar ise from com mercial tra nsaction. 

Scholars on the subject could not define commercial dispute directly. Th is may build 

ullcertainty to comprehend it Therefore, it ",ill be essential to adopt our understandinf' 

mutatis mutand is from the discll ssion made so far. Accordingly, commerci al dispute may 

be understood as a dispute that may a ri se out of the legal relationship whether 

contractual or no , as being considered comlJlereial transacti ons under the law of the 

coulltry. In our case, for instance such di sputes may be raised betweell}or with traders or 

commercial busi ntoss orgall iL<lt ion" :lCcording \0 the mean ing provided in the commercial 

code 1960 and proc lama ti on Nc. (-7 /97 , Thm means dispu tes that arise fro m tlw kgal 

re latio nship of commercia l tl ans3cti,ltlS that arc governed under the commercial code and 

subseq uent proclamations that may have an effect of amendment of the commercial code 

lllay be cOllsideced com:nercial d isputes. 
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By implicat ion . disputes that may arise essentially out of non-commercial relationship 

such as succession, family, labor, child disputes, etc may not be considered commercial 

for the reason that they are not grouped under the category of commercial transactions . . 

and are not regulated by the Commercial Code and other laws. 

Once commerc ia l dispute arises, the next issue that comes to the mind of di sputants is to 

find remedy ei ther by instituting court action or by employing al ternative dispute 

settlement mechanisms . What may be these dispute settl ement mechanisms that enable 

to resol ve commercia l dispu tes will be the foc us below. 

2.2 Commercial dispute settlemen t mechanisms 

As attempted to make clear in the foregoing section, wherever a di spute including 

commercial di spute arises. the aggrieved paliy may initiate his Iher case to one of the 

di spute settl ement Illechanisms, wh ich she/he thinks appropriate seeking pecuniary or 

moral remed ies. Other tl Jan this, unless the dispute is settled with out delay. it may threat 

or (.1Use social or eCc)J]om ic loss. Therefore, an attempt to seek a remedy for the loss 

being sustained by the aggri eved party or claims against the other person may be 

considered as a custolllary practice. 

The issue is, instead. tl) choose ,.\Ch ich commercial dispute resolution mechanism may be 

appropriate to the (ij spute occurred. In order to choose which one is appropriate. it 

requires to be acq .IHi nted with important dispute reso lution mechanisms Various 

commercial dispute resolution mechanisms have been practiced in different count ri es of 

the world. Below, an attempt will be I1Iade to acquaint readers wim the major dispute 

reso lution mechanisms and their respective features. 

2.2.1 Litigat ion as commercial dispute resolution mechanism. 

Litigation is a traditional fo rm of sett ling disputes :n a court of law. In the Black's Law 

Dict ionary, litigatinn i, dellned to be "a law sui t. legal action including all proceeding 

there in, contest. in a COUrt of la w for the purpose of in forcing a right or seekin,. a 

remed y. It is ajudici al contest. a juJic ia l controversv, a suit oflaw,,24 

From the defini tion gi,·cl l. we may take cogni zance that litigation is a traditional frr nn 01' 

dispute reso lution Illcc iwnisill that can lw lIsed where there is contention bet\\cCIJ two " r 
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more persons with the purpose to enforce ri ghts or seek remedies before a cou11 of Law 

and following the legal procedures. For do ing so, the claimant need to initiate his case 

before a court . Therefore, litigation is often used to resolve disputes of any type in a 

judicial process regardless of their causes. 

Traditional courses such as civil, and crimi nal procedures, and trial advocacy focus on 

the li tigation process, which implies that lawyers have been trained to accept litigation as 

the standard process for resolving dispu tes tlu·ough the use of court procedures and 

litigation management.25 It is due to thi s problem that increased concern has been 

expressed by both the professional s who are engaged in litigation and the publ ic at large 

about the court system. The importance and shortcomings of litigation can be grasped 

from the views given by advocates and opponents below. 

2.2.1 ,1 Compet ing views against litiga tion as a means of dispute Resolution 

There seems to have connlsion between li tigation and adjudication because they are oflen 

used as if they were interchangeab le. However, ,,jjudi cation refers to the process by 

which final authoritati ve decisions 31 e rendered either by official coui1 systerll or arbltra l 

tribunal26 By contrast, parties in li ti gat ion invoke the official coui1 mechanism b',! it 

needs not lead to any fi nal decision 2i 

Abundant features that ind icate its imporlance and sh0l1comings may characteri;.c 

li tigation. As could be understood bclow. there are opposite views about litigation ac; " 

dispute resolution mechanism . 

On the advocates ' poi nt of view, adjudication is a forum for the art iculation of imp0rl .Jnt 

pub lic values28 Accordi ng to them, j udicial system is the only way to protect the 

disempowered person in displlle an ci makcs sure that there is fa ir, and wi sh to ren,ain lh~ 

sole arena with in which uneq ual can ho pe to ach ine just ice29 

According to the proponents · evell "hell a dispu te is settl ed bv any other sett lement 

mechani sms other than lit igation, it lI,a)" prevent precedents from being set and becomes 

up sct for the de.·e lopment of law. The\' fu rt her argue that litigation is believed to scrve 

the public in terest, as in the case 01· consu llle' ti·auJ'o and in case of thl·eats o f vio le'lec 

or other conducts
31 

of the dispu tallls or one of thelll. By cont in uing their argunl>''ll. 

2J 
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proponents appeal to litigation as a significant di spute resolution mechanism in order for 

protecting constitutional issues.32 Accord ing to thi s group, constitutiona l or other strict 

legal issues must be resolved only by court in a view to protect public interest and not by 
. 

mediation in a private capacity. 

On the other hand, opponents reject their argument and raIse their cri tiques against 

litigation. Yet, they do not totally reject the above justifications; they accept few of them 

with some qualifications that will be raised in the next chapter under the title ' demerits of 

mediation ' . their critiques will be demonstrated as follows. 

The complaints criticize litigation with its frequent delay and expenses that exist in the 

legal proceedings as it takes a long time from the start of law suit until a j udgment takes 

place at tria!. According to opponents' view, litigation process often takes a prolonged 

lime because it invo lves extensive pretrial procedures and protracted tria!.)) For the 

opponents. such delay and the respective expenses are more sever when the losing party 

appeals after til e judgm :nt hence, it is too expensive and time taking. Accord ing te . them, 

litigati on is not only too slow and expensive but also creates an inefficient and 

unproduc tive sense between di sputants34 

The olhe. point that is often ra ised about the limitati on oi litigatioIl is its arbitrariness 35 

Since couns rel y on a formal adyersarial process, which ~nt agoni zes the disputing parties, 

in trade sector it hinders to operate business effectively. Therefore. arbitrariness is one of 

the mai n fea tures of litigation which it unnecessaril y intensify ing hostility between 

riisputants. In tl ~~ adversarial system, parties are of assertive. aggressi;:e, rights conscious, 

li' igious people, ready and eager to cha ll enge each other36The other writer describes how 

li:igation aggravates adversary as, "dispu te process ing in litigation requi res adversari es 

Ihat il unnecessaril y encourages hostil ity between disputants thai antagoni zes the 

di sput ing part ies ."''? Bes ides, the process of litigation c\"cnlu,dly ends t:p on a winl loses 

result, which causes their relationship being lenJ1inm~d. This being the reason that 

COll1 mell["tors argue the adversarial proceedi ni~' destroy the possibili ty of constructing 

human relationships and makes the exerc ise uf rati ona lity al ien to the resolution of 

cl1n ilicts3S 

In the opponcn1s' position, li tigation is di stil1!.!u ishcd from .Jther ",solution mechanisms 
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by the fact that it normally settles the dispute in favor of the pal1y with the strongest 

argumen t39 that does not indicate the protection of the unequal litigant as argued by the 

advocates. 

The other criticism against litigation is that it is non-confidential4D though in certain 

situation that may exclusively be private litigation may be carried out in Camera, in most 

ca5~ S it is known to be a public process wh ich is open for public to attend it. However, 

such public proceeding may not be the li tigants' best interest because to have their cases 

involved in public as such, may prejudic.e their reputa.ti on and being embarrassed by the 

all egation against them. 

The other reacti on against li tigation rests on the strict rul es and formal procedures41 that 

are prescri bed in the Civil Procedure Code and that it does not all ow people to talk what 

theY fee l and why they are upset. That it to say they are obi iged to speak to the extent that 

may be relevant and permitted by the cowt. This reminds us that adjudication presents an 

im posed rather than a bargained or mediated s(.lution'2 so that it is ineffective fo r 

res,)lving commercial di sputes. Opponents, also rai:;ed litigation to create backlogs of 

(0\1115, which in their viev! results a longtime with out a remedy and at the end of the r1ate 

causes inaccessibilit) of courts. This lact is evidenced by the report made in the 

Fthiopian Justice System Reform (EJSR); thus; "one of tllC most important obstacles in 

front of a good access to justice is the backlog that ha, plagued courts and delayed, 

j ust ice by months and years,,43 

As coul d be understood frolTJ the report document, back log is a plague of the system and 

a shame to j ustice (this will be more elaborated in the ne~ t section).Finally, opponents' 

c('ndemn litigation for its lack of experti se knowledge' 4 for settl ing commercial dispu tes. 

TheY argue that a judge to whom commercial dispute' is presented may not have 

<1pl'ropriatt. knowledge a"d e~ pe rience about commcrci al transacti on. Due io th is, 

busi nessmen ma ~· not be guaranteed to have a reasoned decis ion. As a result , disputants 

usua lly need to ~;e ttl e their di sputes by those who have ex perti se knowledgt. in the area of 

th~ dispute. G i\,pn a ll the above problems and li tigat it1n risks Ihal are prevalenl in 

ft hit1 pia. there has been Illort: pressure to exp lorc aiternat i, cs to l i ti ~a ti (' n. 

J)Ue 19 the:;.; pro blem s, opponent s of liti gati on reco lllmend I() look 1' )1" alte rnatives such as 



mediation. By doing so , problems of delay, waiting for a long t ime in court and hjgh legal 

costs and other expenses, court congestion etc, wh ich are directly connected with 

li tigation and which became a way of life for countries like Ethiopia, will be resolved . 

From the above contending views, we could grasp the idea that the search for alternative 

di spute resolution process stems fro m a number of perceived deficiencies of litigation. 

Though mediation offers a great promise for more effective forms of dispute resolution45
, 

it cannot however be a substitution of courts. This is because in situations where disputes 

are involving public in terest, cases need to be referred to court where they may 

appropriatel v be resolved. In particular, due to the particular nature and ex tent of the 

dispute and the behavior of disputants, there may be a situation where litigation may be 

appropriate than mediat ion As a result, litigation in court may not be totall y disregarded, 

and neither mediation to be taken appropriate for a ll commercial disputes. 

2.2.2 ADR for COlllmercial Dispute Resolution 

The term "ADR" is an ~bhrev iation that stands for al ternative Dispute Resolution it is an 

umbrella that compri se~: dispute Resolution mechanisms alternative to court adjudication 

such as nego tiat ion, meu iati on. conciliation, arbitration, med-Arb, mi ni tri al and Sdl11mary 

jury tria l.,j6 Therefore. "'- DR lll ay he rlefi ned as all legally permicted disp ute re,colut ion 

mechanism othcr than litigation or it is the process of resolving disputes with out going tn 

trial in front of a judge ."7 S ince it is not possible to describe every ADR procedure in this 

study, our emphasize is on pre,enting the major process of alternative dispute resolution; 

incl uding; ne!!otiatioL mediatioll. conciliation and Arbi tration, Each e f them will be 

discussed below. 

2.2.2.1 Ncgotialion 

Negot iation may be defined as a "consensual bargaining process in which nanic" attempt 

to reach an agrc'emcnt on a dispute 0 1' potentially di spl1ted matter , .. 4X l'kgoti ati on is 

therefore, a vol untary ba rgain ing process on the existed dispu te or iI di sjlute that may 

ari se in the future , Ho \\'el'L'L since thi s defin ition does not suggest the way in which the 

communication bet\\ ecn parti es is initiated, it needs to search other definiti on th: ll makes 

it more plain. 1.1 the (,ther source. it is d '.'fined as "any form of verbal ;;,)11l111lIll icatinn 
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direct or indirect, where by parties to a conflict of interest discuss with out resort to 

arbitration or any other judicial process, the form of any joint action that might take to 

manage a dispute between them,,49 

This definition attempts to make clear that negotiat ion is a means of dispute settlement 

mechanism as between parties themselves with out the intervention of third party and 

usually by means ofvqbal cOlmnunication, 

Negotiation is therefore, distingui shed from any other dispute resolution mechanisms by 

the fact that in negotiation, disputing parties come face to face or indirect discussion 

forum by their own initiative with out being assisted by third party, To restate it in the 

other way, negotiation is diffe rent from the other types of dispute settlement mechanisms 

by the degree of autonomy experienced by Ihe disputants who are attempting to reach an 

agreement with out the intervention of third parties, Negotiating in such a way to reso lve 

cqmmercial di spute may take place either by Ihe parties in dispute or by their lawyers 50 

Whoever the negotiators may be, the style or negot iation is two types: competitive and 

co-operativ.~51 This suggests since there is no purely one type of negotiation, negotiators 

em move back and forth between the two oplions just mentioned, 

Competi tive negotiation, which is also calkd adversari al or non-cooperative is a type of 

negotiation where parties are more interested in the bargaining position and the bottom 

line of the other negotiating party52 

Cooperative negotiation on the other band is also ca lled integrative problem solving or 

so ft bargaining, It is a type of negotiation, basecl on win/win mentality and is assigned to 

increase joint gainS' with the assumption to create a common interest among parties in 

dispute. Though il may be diffi cult to Cf(ale ;1 clear cut distinction berween competi tive 

and co-operative negotiations, the study "lade in this area indicate thot the chance of 

~~ ing an effective co-operative lawyer IS c;reater than being an effective competitive 

I <4 
;J \\")ICr. . 

,C "en if the two techniques ofnegotialion3rc often cmployed in the same negotiation , it is 

lIlh' isalJle for the negotiato rs to ;dentify the one that maximizes their negotiation 

(lle~t ive, because of the prevalence of merit s ' ''lei demerits on both sides 



Every negotiation may differ but the basic elements of it do not change. In spite of the 

fact that it may be dictated by intervening circumstances, to make it more effective it is 

suggested that the process be supported with overt principles. As proposed by Fisher and 
~ - ---

Ury in their Book "Getting to Yes", there are seven elements known by the term 

principled negotiation viz5S : alternati ve, interests, options, legitimacy, communication, 

Relationship, and commitment. In principled negotiati on, a person is required to look for 

mutual gains whenever possible but where his interesls conflict, he should insist that the 

result be based on some fair standards independent of the wi ll of either side$6 

This paper will not pay more attention to thi s issue because of being less impOltant to the 

study under di scussion. However, before winding up the point of di scussion on 

negotiation, it is essential to examine whether negotiati on as a commerc ial dispute 

settlement mechanism is incorporated under the Et hiopian legal system. 

In thi s regard, the Eth iopian Civil Code incorporates the idea of ADR under title XX of 

the Civil Code entitled "Compromi se and Arbitral submission" and "comprom;oe 111 

general" in Chapter one and Section one of the same titl e. 

As defined under Art. 3307 of the Civil Code, '"3 compron ise is a contract, where by the 

parties, through mutual concession, terminates an existing dispute or prevent a di spute 

arising in the futu re" This definition goes in line wi th the defini tion of negotiation given 

at the beginning of this section. This tri ggers li S to conclude the term "Compromise" 

stands for negotiation under the Ethiopian Civil Code s7
• 1960; so it is beinf! recognized in 

th" Ethiopian legal system. 

In general, whi le negotiati on is most frequentl) used and common means of reso lving 

cOll1 mercial di sputes,S8 in situations where part ies arc ex tremely hostile, it may be 

,mposs ible for them to come to talk to each other or may not communicate in a way they 

COllie! be understood. This may occur in p.,t1icular. \\' h~ re lh ~)' are becom ing aggressive 

to understand each other. Under th is situmion. parties may lend t.) fi ght rather than to 

settle to reach in mutual ag reement in negotiat ion. ~ s a resu lt, they prefer to resolve 

thrllugh mediation . To make it more plain. \'.·here disputi ng parties are unable to 

,'olllm un;cate ~ffective ly , they may wish to 'llahe a settlement by the assi stance of a third 



To deal with their difference wisely, disputants use third party neutral who would heir 

them to settle their problems by way of conciliation or mediation. This is well expressed 

by one . writer as," proactive intervention !s almost always necessary_to resolve any 

dispute where the parties are unable to reach a compromise by themselves" .59 Therefore, 

it would be sound to conclude that negotiati on is the foundation for other imp0I1ant 

di spute resolution mechanisms, including mediation60 

•• 
As mediation will be discussed in chapter three in more detail, by now the focus will be 

given to conciliation. 

2.2.2.2 Conciliation/mediation 

Some legal systems like the United States use conciliation interchangeably with 

mediation but others such as Japan, Britain distingu ish them based on the degree of third 
, . . 61 

party s Intrusiveness . 

. Accordingly, in conciliation the role of third party neutral called conciliator is mainly to 

bring the parties together and acts as a facilita tor in their discussion ,where as in 

mediation, the third pal1y neutraL called mediator, works with the paI1ies to a dispute to 

facili ',8te their negot iations more effectivell2 and to enable them arrive a mutually 

acceptable settlement. Conciliator, c"n make suggestions for settlement terms and can 

give advice on the subject matter where as a mediator seeks to help parties to develop a 

shared understanding of the confli ct and to \\"Ork to ward building a practical and lasting 

rcso lution63
/ 

The other scholar also put it as; 

while in mediation, a med iato r plays more acti ve role by glVll1g 

independent compromise formula s after hearing both pat1ies stati ng 

their case. and terms for compromise: in conciliation, the cO:1ciliator's 

role is mainl " to bring the parties togctllL'r in frame of minds to forget 

their ani mo;;i ties and be prepared for an acceptable compromise on 

terms mid \\'ay betwecn the stands taken before the commencement of 

conciliation proceedings6 < 



.1. The proposal made by the conciliator however, is not binding unless the parties have 

expressly undertaken in \\Titi ng to confirm it 6~ the above arguments lead us to conclude 

that wh ile conciliation may be an interchangeable tem1S with mediation, there is a subtle 

difference between them. However, regardless of such insignificant difference, others 

argue that Concil iation and mediation seem the twin devices of peaceful di spute 

mechanism. Other authorities even recognize conciliation as one model of mediation J 

thi s respect one authority wrote: 

One model of mediation requires that the di sputants remain in separate 

rooms wh ile the med iator shuffles back and fOlih between the rooms. 

This process is sometimes call ed conciliation or shuttle diplomacy. 

The med iator (or conc iliator) may exchange offers between the 

disputants or may engage in pri vate di scuss ions with the disputants to 

learn facts that may assist him or her to settle the dispute6 6 

Havin!, acquainted with conceptual understanding. one may . · ~sort to mqUlre about 

whether conci liation and mediation are being I ecogni zed in Ethiopian. This issue leads us 

to examine provisions of the Ethiopian Civi l Code and other laws. Though conciliation is 

110t deli ned in the Civil Code, provis i o ll~ that regulate ,;ollc ili at ion have been introduced 

in i l. 

However, it is defined in Labor Proclamation as: 

the activit y conducted by a pri ,'ate pcTSL'n C" pc rsons appointed by 

the ministry of labor and socia l affairs ~t the j oint request of the 

parties for the purpose of bringing the panics together and seeking to 

arrange between them vol untary settlement o f a labor disp ute which 

their own efforts alone do not prod uce.") 

Thus. conciliation is a di spute settlement , n echani~;nl by the invo lvement of third party 

chosen by disputants or by the institution on their reqnest, lo r bringing them together to 

look for vul untary sett lement ofa labor di spute Wi ih their ass istance. 
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Accordingly, the disputing parties may agree to submit their cases to conciliator by their 

own choice or may submit their case to the Ministry of Labor and social affairs to assign 

a conciliator. 

To resort to the Civil Code, there are certain provisions that regulate conciliation. To 

begin with the appointment of conciliator, it is provided that "parties may entrust a third 

party with the mission of bringing them together and if possible negotiating a settlement 

between them,,68 and the "conciliator may be appointed at the request of the parties by an 

institution or by third party. ,,69 

As far as duties of conciliator is concerned, the Civil Code provides; that s/he shall draw 

up the terms of a compromise but the parties shall not be bound by the terms of 

compromise drawn up by her/him, unless parties have expressly undertaken in writing70 

This carries the same idea with the duties that has been described at the beginning of this 

section. If this is so, one may raise an issue whether the rules governing conciliation are 

applicable to mediation as there is no any provision that mentions mediation. Though the 

term mediation is not mentioned anywhere, we have seen that their distinction is 

insignificant. In both cases, there is a third party intervention but 

the ultimate authority rests on disputants. Their settlement agreement will be binding 

only where parties confirm it by their signature. Therefore, it would be sound to argue 

that the rules governing conciliation can be applicable mutatis mutandis to mediation. 

Since not all mediations or conciliations may result in settlement, parties may wish 

another option that may resolve their conUllercial disputes. If the parties cannot resolve 

their disputes by conciliation/mediation, they often submit it to binding arbitration by a 

neutral arbitrator or to a court of law. 

2.2.2.3 Arbitration 

Arbitration may be defined as; a "non-judicial proceeding in which disputing parties 

submit their conflict to an impartial person or group of persons for a final and binding 

decision instead of judicial tribunal.,,7lArbitration is, thus, a process by which a tribunal 

other than a court decides a dispute under the authority granted by parties in di spute in an 

arbitration agreement. 
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Arbitration agreement is; 

an agreement by the parties to submit to arbitration all or certain 

disputes which have arisen or which may arise between them in respect 

of defined legal relation ship whether contractual or not. An arbitration 

agreement may be in the form of an arbitration clause in a contract or in 

the form of a separate agreement 72 

Therefore, the agreement of parties to settle the ex isted or future dispute may be made in 

the form of a contract separate from the main contract or in a given clause from the main 

contract. An arbitration that results from an agreement of parties as such is called 

vo luntary arb itration because the contract between the disputing parties is consensual. 

This type of arbitration is provided in the Civil Code under Arts. 3325- 3346. The other 

type of arbi tration which ex ists when specific cases are directed for mandatory arbitration 

by the operation of the law is called compulsory arbitration7 3Though it has been 

repealed, Compulsory arbitration was also recognized in Ethiopia, particularly in 

resolving famil y disputes as in the case of disputes arising out of betrothal74marriage75 

and di ssolution of marriage by death 76 

The same is true under the Federal Revised Family Code, 2000. According to the 

Revised Fami ly Code, where a petition for divorce is made either by the two spouses 

conj ointly or anyone of them, the court may direct the spouses to settle their dispute 

through arbitratorsn It is also true that the di spute arising from marriage shall be 

decided by arbitrators chosen by spouses78 

These statutory provisions lead us to conclude that the above two types of arbitration are 

being recognized in Ethiopia. 

Details of the rules governing arbitral proceedings are not the concern of this study but it 

"'il l be appropriate to examine cen ai n provisions of voluntary arbitration in Ethiopia. 

To begin with its defin itional provision, arbitration submission is: 

the contract where by the parties to a di spute entrust it s so lution 

to a third party, the arbitrator, who undertakes to settle the 

di spute in accordance wi th the principle oflaw7 9 
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Arbi tration agreement is; 

an agreement by the parties to submit to arbitration all or certain 

disputes which have arisen or which may arise between them in respect 

of defined legal relation ship whether contractual or not. An arbitration 

agreement may be in the form of an arbitration clause in a contract or in 

the form of a separate agreemen("72 

Therefo re, the agreement of parties to settle the existed or future dispute may be made in 

the form of a contract separate from the main contract or in a given clause fro m the main 

contract. An arbitration that results from an agreement of pariies as such is called 

voluntary arbitration because the contract between the disputing pariies is consensual. 

This type of arbi tration is provided in the Civi l Code under Arts. 3325- 3346. The other 

type of arbitration which ex ists when specific cases are directed for mandatory arbitration 

by the operation of the law is called compulsory arbitration73Though it has been 

repealed, Compulsory arbitration was al so recognized in Ethiopia, particularl y in 

resoh-ing famil y di sputes as in the case of disputes arising out of betrothal74marriage75 

and dissolution of marriage by death 7 6 

The same is true under the Federal Revised Farnil y Code, 2000 . According to the 

Revised Family Code, where a petition for divorce is made either by the two spouses 

conjointl y or any one of them, the couli may direct the spouses to settle their di spute 

through arbi trators77 
It is al so true that the dispute arising from marriage shall be 

decided by arbitrators chosen by spouses. 78 

These statutory provisions lead us to conclude that the above two types of arbitration are 

being recognized in Ethiopia. 

Deta ils of the rules governing arbitral proceedings are not the concern of this stud y but it 

\I ill be appropriate to examine certain provisions o f voluntary arbitrat ion in Ethiopia. 

To begin with its definitional provision, arbitration submiss ion is: 

the contract where by the parties to a dispute entrust its solution 

to a third party, the arbitrator, who undertakes to settl e the 

dispute in accordance with the principle of law79 
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Since the arbitral submission is a contract, parties in the arbitration agreement must fulfill 

prerequisite conditions which the law so require. That is, for the arbitration agreement to 

be valid, parties to the contract must be capable, should give free and sustail!able consent, 

and the object of the contract should be lawful and possible.8o 

In addition, parties in the arbitrati on agreement must have the capacity to dispose of a 

right with out consideration, to submit to arbitration of a di spute concerning the right81 

subject to the arbitration. However, the Civi l Procedure code bears an in consistent 

provision with the above substantive law by stating, "no person shall submit a right to 

arbitration unless he is capable under the law of disposing of such right. ,,82 

The later does not include "with out consideration" wh ich is a special capacity required 

by the substantive law. Therefore, to make it consistent, the Civil Procedure Code, either 

needs to add the miss ing idea or since it only deal s with the means of exercising the 

substanti ve ri ght, it would strike out from its provision. 

Once the arbitration agreement is validly concluded, the award made by the arbitrator 

shall be binding on the patties and is enforced in the same way as an ordinary judgment 

up on the request of the successful party83 

As regards the issue of procedure to be fo llowed during arbitration proceedings, Art. 

3345 Civil Code refers to the provisions of the Civil Procedure Code. It provides that the 

procedure to be followed by the arbitration tribunal and matters arising out of the 

execution of the award and appeals against the award shall be as prescribed by the civil 

code. To thi s end, the Civil Procedure Code provides that: "the procedure before an 

arbitration tribunal, including famil y arbitration shall as near as may be, be the same as in 

a civil court." 84 It may also be true to make an inference that conunercial arbitration shall 

also be fo llowed the same procedure as has been used in the civil COutt. 

From the above rules and analysis, it will be safe to argue that arbitration is forma lly 

organized than the other types of ADR mechanisms that have been discussed in the 

preceding sections. This formal procedure and the binding enfo rcement of the award 

di stinguish it from the other ADR mechanisms. 
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Here one may raise an issue that if the procedure in arbitration is the same as in the court, 
then what makes it different from litigation. The issue may be clear by reading Article 
317(3) of the Civil Procedure Code. If one thoroughly read thi s provision, he could find 
some sort of clue to be flexible if parties wish to do so. It reads, "The tribunal shall in 
particular hear the parties and their evidence respectivel y and decide according to law 
unless by the submiss ion it has been exempted from doing so." 

As inferred from the last statement of the above provision, if parties wish to exclude the 
stri ct adherence of the procedure, they can do so and include such effect in their 
arbitration agreement, hence, it may not be as strict as j udicial adjudication. Viewed form 
this perspective, some argue that; 

Arbitration is speedier process for the reason that it allows the 
parties to by pass long procedure at the court house door and to 
schedule hearings at their own convenience. Since the procedure is 
relatively informal because the pretrial procedures, pleadings motion 
practice are substantially streamlined or in many cases completely 
eliminated85 

Affirming thi s view, Fitz Gerald put it that arbitration offers greater flexibi lity of process 
than litigation and there is an opportunity for the parties to consider the lati tude forum 
shopping86Therefore, one may conclude that in arbitration parties are not obliged to 
follow the strict procedure as in the civil court. They rather have the freedom to 
determine the procedure to be fo llowed or may chose any other institutional procedure if 
they wish so. 

In addition, one may argue that commercial arb itration has significant advantages over 
litigation on issues relating to confidentiality, parties freedom to select expert decision 
maker, and the applicable norms, regarding costs and delay of cases. 

These may be taken substantia l advantages of commercial arb itration in part icular, for 
business men. However, such advantages may not remain the same when compared with 
the other ADR mechanisms in parti cu lar, with the sett lement of commercial disputes 
through mediation (thi s will be seen in more deta il next). 
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Provisions dealing with the appointment of arbitrators, procedures regarding 

disqualification and removal of arbitrators, the enforcement of arbitral awards and other 

ru les governing arbitration are adopted in the Civi l Code and other laws such as, Civi l 

Procedure Code, Labor Law and other Proclamations. As the strict adherence of every 

laws and provisions is not a necessary part of our duty, the next focus will be on 

settlement of commercial dispute through mediation and related issue. 
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Chapter Three:-Commercial Mediation: 

The Legal Framework and the Practice in Ethiopia 

3.1 Historical Perspective 

Historians thought mediation appeared in a very ancient times as early as the 
Phoenician commerce and developed in the ancient Greek, and in the Roman 
civ ili zation, Roman Law recognized it starting from the Justinian Digest of 530-
535 1 1t was thought that in the Islamic cultures of the traditional pastoral societies in 
the Middle East, problems were often resolved tlu'ough community elders in which 
participants discussed, debated , deliberated and mediated, to resolve critical and 
conflicting tribal or inter tribal issues2 However, with the ri se of secular society in 
the west, mediation and the range of people acting as mediators expanded, as a 
result, guilds and other members practiced mediat ion in the business di sputes 
arising in the emerging cities3 

From this, one may presume that mediation has been traced as far back as the ancient 
time and that it has a long and varied history in almost all cul tures of the world to practice 
mediation including Jewish, Clu'istian, Islamic, Hindu, and many indigenous culturcs4 

The Romans called mediators by different names as medium, intercessor, philantropus, 
interpolator, conciliator, interlocutor and finally mediator5 In most part of the world, for 
practicing mediation, mediators learned thei r craft informa lly and fulfilled their role as 
intermediari es. It is only, in the 20lh century that mediation has become formally 
institutionalized and developed in to a recognized profess ion 6 Now, it is widely known 
and accepted as an option with in the panoply of dispute resolution mechanisms that are 
avai lable to commercial transaction in certain countries of the world. 7 

This fact is well described as, 

resolving di sputes by shuttl e diplomacy, compromIse and 
conci liation and just plain talking has been around for 
generations but perhaps it is only now at the very outset of the 
twenty century that the commercial world is just walking up to 
see the real value of reso lving commercial disputes in this way as 
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opposed to taking an adversarial approach through the court 

systemS 

When we come to the Ethiopian perspective, peaceful settlement of disputes through 

customary practice has a long history. This can be inferred from the statements made in 

the Bible as cited in the Fetha Nagast after the 15th century; "go first and reconci le thyself 

to thybrother and then coming back thou shall after they gift" (Mat. 5, 24).9 This is the 

way of settling disputes as commanded by the lord in the Gospel. It was also suggested to 

settle disputes before requesting for judgment, thus, "try to make peace between those 

who quarrel before judgment of the Bishop be delivered, and litigation doesn ' t achieve 

any good in thi s world ... ,,10 From the above statements, one could understand that it was 

encouraged to reso lve dispute peacefully and that it was nothing achieved good in 

litigation. Accordingly, disputes before the 15th century were resolved by customary 

practices in Eth iopia by way of assembly of people acting as judges and after the 15th 

century the Fetha Nagast was used as the main source of law. 11 

Therefore, it may be possible to argue that disputes were resolved amicably through 

customary practices and according to the rules of the FethaNegast before the introduction 

of the Civi l Code and Civil Procedure Code. More over, it is safe to argue that peaceful 

dispute settlement is traditional and has a religious base in Ethiopia. Such dispute 

settlement mechanism had continued up to the enactment of modern laws and has been 

used parallel with the introduction of the court system after the introduction of the codes. 

The issue that might be raised is whether such customary practices of dispute settlement 

can be considered as alternative dispute settlement. Alternative di spute settlement must 

be acknowledged by the law of the country for being validly applicable, thus, every 

dispute settlement may not be considered ADR.12 In Ethiopia, certain dispute settlement 

mechanisms have been incorporated in the Civil Code 1960, under title XX, entitled 

"compromise and arbitral submi ssion". Under title XX "compromise" being chapter one, 

and "Compromise in general" and "Conci li ation" are provided in section one and two 

respectively in the same chapter. Provisions regarding the appl ication of compromise and 

conciliation have also been incorporated in the Civil Procedure Code under chapter three 

paragraph one, entitled "Compromise and withdrawal." I) 
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The labor proclamations also incorporated provisions l4 to regulate conciliation. All these 
indicate only certain alternative dispute resolution mechanisms; compromise, conciliation 
or mediation and arbitration have been formally recognized in Ethiopia. Even though 
there were no institutions that could take the responsibility of their implementations, they 
have continued to be utilized in parallel with the court as they were used before the 
introduction of the code in various parts of the country known by varieties of names like 
for instance, the "shimglina" and "jarsuma" as being used in the Aniliara and Oromia 
Regional States respectively. Thus, perhaps it may not be a mistake to say that the 
traditional mode of settling disputes was and still is used as a dominant mode of an 
informal alternative dispute resolution mechanism. Currently, having recognized the 
problems relating to the adversari al litigation and the sign ificant contribution of 
Arbitration and mediation as part of the legal system, ADR institutions have been 
establi shed in the country. 

These are; the Addis Ababa Chamber of Commerce and Sectoal Association Arbitration 
Institution which was established in 1994 and the Ethiopian Arbitration Conciliation 
Centre formed in 1996 as an independent private institution with the view to facilitate the 
resolution of di sputes amicably 15 but they are underutilized. 

3.2 Definition 

The term "mediation" comes from the Latin word "mediare" which means to halve. In 
Chinese, "mediation" means to step between two parties and solve their problems and in 
Arabic, "mediation" is defined to mean manipulation. 16 for the westerners "mediation" is 
a procedure that is used increasingly for conflict resolution l7 

Mediation in the recent literature is defined as: 

the intervention in negotiation or a conflict of an acceptable third 
party who has limited or no authoritative decision making po\\·er, 
who assists the invo lved parties to vo luntarily reach a mutually 
acceptable settlement of the issues in dispute lS 
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Another literature defines it as: a process in wh ich the parties to a dispute, 

with the assistance of a mediator, identify the di sputed issues, consider 

. d· 19 alternatIves, an try to give an agreement 

Though the way of defining it may vary, the main idea one could grasp in the above two 

definitions may be that mediation is a private means to explore the poss ibility of reaching 

a mutually acceptable settlement out of the court by the assistance of third pal1y neutral, 

ca lled mediator. If thi s carries the meaning of mediation the next issue may be whether 

mediation is always vo luntary and who may appo int the third party neutral. To begin with 

the first issue, mediation can be categorized in to v.£!uj}.t~y and court a~x£cl. 

Court annexed mediation may also be called court referred or compulsory mediation, is 

used where a di spute is referred to mediation by a court20 where law makers intended to 

introduce a limited mandatory mediation with the view to reduce the vo lume of cases that 

may go to court, like for instance the court annexed mediation Act of Germany.21 Where 

a mediation is mandatory because of the statutory power vested in a court, the latter shall 

also appoi nt the mediator in case parties in di spute fai l to agree to appoint by 

themselves·n 

Voluntary mediation, on the other hand is, a mediation where parties resort to settle 

their di sputes through a third party neutral by their mutual agreement or with out being 

obliged by court.23 Therefore, voluntary mediation ex ists where di sputants consensually 

agree to settle their di sputes by mediat ion or conciliation. It is voluntary because a 

mediation process comes in to ex istence onl y where parties freely give their mutual 

consent to agree to the same effect. That is in resolving commercial di sputes through 

mediation, the di sputants must be wi lling to allow the mediator to ass ist them in reaching 

a resolution. Therefore , the ro le of a third party neutral in mediation or conciliation boils 

down essentiall y to facilitate a com romise rather than deci sion making24The mediator's 

role is limited to assist the parties in reaching their own decision in re lation to the di spute. 

Thus, the viability of mediation as a credible al ternative to litigation is dependent on lhe 

abili ty of parties to be assisted by experienced third party neutrals. The acti ve rol e in the 

settlement of a d ispute shall be left to the parti es in dispute because the ir role is very 

crucial in mediation. Under voluntary mediation, parties are not obliged to continue with 
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the mediation process, they are free either to terminate at any time of the process or to 
end up with a settlement agreement. 

As regards the issue who may appoint the mediator, it depends on the circumstances. 
Obviously, disputants are the first to choose or to authorize a third party to appoint. 
However, parties may also give a mandate to the institutions which are established for 
such purpose or the mediator may be appointed by the court where mediation is court 
atUlexed and parties fail to agree on the appointment2 5 

3.3 The Advantages of Commercial Mediation and Constraints of Litigation 
in Ethiopia 

As attempted to make clear in chapter two, commercia l disputes are disputes or 
controversies that ari se from commercial matters or contracts relating to trade activities. 

While carry ing out their commercial transactions, traders and firm s may encounter with 
substantial loss when they devote and spend much of their time in court of suits. This 
may be true for the reason that disputes particularly that arise from large firms may 
Ilardl y be possible to get decision with in a short period of time as it would be resolved 
by mediation or other forms of ADR mechanisms; hence the consequence would be 
discouraging. 

As the primary objective of businesspersons is to make profit by carrytng out their 
bus iness effectively, being invo lved in litigation entails delay of cases which is a serious 
problem 26In addition, litigation makes the disputants thoroughl y thinking (sleepless 
night) about the consequences and the time to be spent for litigation which would be used 
to operate their business. Even though businessmen would like their disputes to be 
resol ved as rapidl y as possible27

, the resolution cannot be achieved in litigation. Fear of 
thi s de lay and other adverse consequences such as, suspension of their business, 
di sclosure of the business secret, some of the businessmen who encounter with di sputes 
of1cn waive the ri ght to take their cases before the COuti. 28 This seems justifiable because 
the time that is spent in litigation wou ld be used to tUn the business or expenses to be 
paid for lawyers would be used to sUppOti the bus iness. This is what one commentator is 
trying to express that the time that is taken away from the business is not a time that is 
used productively29 In particular, in the contemporary world where business transaction 
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is highly developed and being globalized, delay of cases in litigation curtail s business 

transaction and investment in the country. To the contrary, resolution of commercial 

disputes through mediation avoids the procedural constraints of litigation and enables 

di sputants to achieve significant costs and time savings so that it attract investors and 

fac ilitates business transactions. 

For further understanding the delay of cases in court of litigation and case backlogs of 

courts in Ethiopia, the following primary data may be helpful. Given the formal nature of 

court processes and the problems attached with litigation such as; its expensiveness, un 

expeditious, and non-flexible, the court system is still over burdened by an increasing 

case loads in our country. The cumulative effects of such problems thus result in 

di ssatisfaction of the needs of the parties in disputes and the society at large and delay in 

the disposition of cases. This would create encumbrance to businessmen to effectively 

run their business and to make profit by using the time spent on litigation. 

The following coun performances indicate delay and the case loads of coutis. 

Table 1, Federal High Court 

Year(E.C) Cases Transferred Opened Files C losed Files Disposed Cases 

from the Previous Files Transferred 

Ye.r(S) to the Next 

Year 

1997 16987 8374 4777 4872 15712 , 

1998 15712 8439 6348 7487 10316 

1999 10313 9990 4517 7707 8079 

So urcc- Statistics Section, by Ato Solomon Maru, Statistic 's Expert dated on 

27/2/2000E.C. 
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Table 2. Amhara Regional State Supreme Court. 

Year Cases Transferred Opened Files Closed Files Disposed Cases 

(E.C) from the Previous Files Transferred 

Year(S) the Next Year 

1997 1925 9297 - 7820 3402 

1998 3402 8854 - 7734 4522 

1999 4522 9584 - 9447 4790 

Source -: Tantyigegn Yemane, Registrar Officer,dated on 1112/2000E.C 

As you could see from table J, the number of cases that was available in the court for the 

years 1997-1999E.C is; 25361, 24 151, 20303 respectively but the actually disposed cases 

in the respective years are: 9649, 13835, 12224. The performance rate in the respecti"e 

years is; 38%, 57.29% and 60.20%. Thus, even though the crude value of the 

performance rate of the Federal High Court seems progressive from year to year, the 

number of cases that are transferred to the coming year is still abundant and creates case 

backlogs of courts mainly because the number of cases that have been brought before the 

court for the consecutive years ari se in an ascending order with out the proportional 

growth of efficient case performance. 

As shown in table 2, the case backlogs of courts in the Amhara Regional State are 11222, 

12256, and 14106 in the consecuti ve years from 1997-1999E.C and the performance of 

the courts in the same years are 7820, 7734 and 9447. The perfonnance rate of the courts 

in the Amhara Regional State, is therefore 69.68 %,63. 10% and 66.97 % respectively. In 

the Amhara Regional State, the court performance is irregular but the su its that have been 

before the COllrt are still increasing. Thi s shows that the courts are stuffed with a number 

of cases and the non-disposed cases trigger year after year. As witnessed by one writer, 

currently court proceedings have often taken more than five years to trial from the date of 

filing .even it has becoming longer in case of complex cases]O In add ition to the delay, 

pr!:.cliS!ilij.lilY and the judgment guality of cases in court may not be guaranteed. This 

coincides with the testimony given by one of the respondents] I of my questionnaire. In 
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his testimony, in order to minimize court case loads a system has been designed requiring 

each judge to render a deci sion of at least 25-28 files per month as a standard 

performance. 

To achieve such numbers, judges do not often take care about the quality of judgment 

he/she would render as a result, court decisions remain unpredictable and may result loss 

of public confidence. 

To turn away the backlogs and other problems of courts, the Justice System Reform 

Program (JSRP) is designed by the government and among the so lutions is found, the use 

of ADR, such as mediation and arbitration 3 2This has taken place because case backlogs 

of courts are serious obstacle of access to justice and that it is a plague of courts and 

delayed thereby amount to denial of justice. Thus, mediation as an alternative di spute 

resolution seems to be understood as a policy objective to reduce some of the present 

problems of litigation . 

• The other benefit of commercial mediation relates with the issue of confidentiality. In 

mediation, parties can have an opportunity to maintain their cases confidential , which is 

taken as an important aspect of mediation. They can also control over the terms of 

settlement as well as the settl ement process3JSince the mediation process and the 

settlement are confidential, public need not find out the confession that were made, and 

the settlement reached 34 This is s ignificant with the main reason that businessmen often 

do not want their cases being di sclosed to the public and not being embarrassed about the 

allegations made against them whether or not the allegations are true unless they decided 

to make it public.'5 Therefore, where parties want to avoid a public hearing of thei r 

di sputes, they would choose mediation as a private and confidential di spute settlement 

mechanism. 

However, this does not mean that mediation is the only means through which 

confident iality is to be kept. Arbitration is the other dispute sett lement mechanism which 

satisfies thi s requirement. If thi s advantage is also obtained from using arbitration, then 

why mediation is preferable to the former is the other issue that might arise . 

Though confidentiality is a common feature of both med iation and arbitration, there are 

other advantages that cannot be shared by arbitration; this will be discussed later. 
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In mediation, there may be a reduction of anxiety and other negative effects of the 

conflict by helping the participants to devise a consensual resolution36 More over, by 

resolving disputes tlu·ough mediation, parties can achieve win/win solutions37 because 

parties in both sides agree with the resolution only where they are happy and feel fair and 

just. Since the agreement has been reached by parties themselves, they fee l satisfaction 

and continue their business relationship as it was before or repair their relationship if it 

was gone down38 

The other reason why businessmen would prefer mediation to litigation is because 

mediation gives greater weight to commercial practices than to rely strictly on legal 

issues39[n mediation, the settlement process produces specific out comes by utilizing the 

values, norms, and principles of the pmiicipants, including commercial customs, rather 

than strict legal issues so that it would be efficient to promote investment and commercial 
. 40 transactions. 

More fundamentally, resolving commercial disputes by mediation is more significant 

where there is a future prospect of business between disputants4 1 In particular, where 

their re lationship under a particular contract is a long term, or has potential possibilities 

for futu re business transaction as it would ex ist between manufacturers and distributors of 

products, licensor and li censee, etc, a negotiated settlement with or without the assistance 

of a third party neutral should be of paramount importance because resolving di sputes as 

such, would result in continuing their business relationsh ip as it was before42 This 

reveals that mediation allows both sides to talk about what has been made wrong and 

enable them to find options whether there are opportunities to work together in the future 

and in return to avoid considering themselves adversaries. 

Scholars in the fie ld of ADR also argue that reso lving commercial di sputes by mediation 

is more impol1ant where di sputants are several. [n their view, as mediation is a "no ri sk" 

process, the ag reement among several d isputants is often fairly easy to hand le and is 

cons idered effect ive ADR process·) unfortunately, the fo llowing two cases go in line 

with the abO\·e assert ion (see the settlement agreement in ArUlex-3 and 4). [f you go 

through the cases, parties are severa l and they have agreed to settle their d isputes by the 
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assistance of third party whom they call conciliator or mediator interchangeably in the 

agreement documents. 

The agreement indicated under annex- 3, is a dispute among tlu·ee wives and children of 

the deceased and the causes of their controversy is the issue of managing the businesses 

left by the deceased and division of the fruit of such businesses. The parties in dispute 

agreed to settle the dispute with the terms proposed by the conciliators who were elected 

by them. The terms of the proposal drown by the conci liators; have been accepted and 

signed by the disputants. The proposals made by the conci liators include an agreement 

clause that encourages or requires the parties to return to mediation before they pursue 

other remedies for a claimed breach of such agreement (see annex- 3 for detailed 

information) . 

Therefore, settling their dispute peacefully through conciliation helped them to make the 

business, which was suspended by the order of the court, being opened and to run the 

business together in co ll aboration and finally enable the wives and the children of the 

deceased to continue their relationship as it was before. If the case hadn ' t been settled 

amicably by conciliation or conciliation, it might have been settled by court. In 

consequence, the number of eases in court would have increased or the case might have 

remained for a long period of time with out decision, the business under operation might 

have been ceased and the relationship between disputants might have been terminated. 

The other agreement indicated under annexA also ind icates, the involvement of tlu·ee 

disputants who were members of "Yejan Neges Private Limited Company. "The cause of 

their dispute is because of the request of dissolution and liquidation of such company by 

one of the members (Ato Vilma). 

While the case was on pending44 , the business was suspended and sealed by the order of 

the court4 5 These di sputants reached in settlement by the assistance of a mediator. It was 

proposed to be settled by paying in cash to the member alleged to dissolve and liquidate 

and the Yejan Neges company continued as between the remaining members (see alU1ex 

4. fo r detail ). 

Thus, the above opinion which says mediation is effective for several di sputants may not 

always be true. 
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The other advantage of commercial mediation relates with expert knowledge in the area 
of the di spute , [n mediation, parties in dispute can have the right to select a mediator with 
substantive or techn ical expertise46 which may not be guaranteed from the judges in 
litigation because one can' t reasonabl y expect them to be speciali st in every conflict. As a 
result, since a mediator has substantive, techn ical knowledge and experi ence, he can 
eas ily understand issues which may enable her/him to effectively communicate with 
disputants47 lest he doesn't have the power to dec ide on it. 

To sum up, points that have been raised above are the rtain advantages of mediation in 
corUlection with commercial disputes, This doesn' t mean, however, mediation has no an y 
other advantages. It has been thought that mediallon has many other advantages but that 
may not be necessary to describe all of its advantages because those advantages of it as a 
process of dispute settlement may not be exclusive to commercial disputes . If mediation 
is more appropriate for commercia l disputes tL.1.l li tigation in Ethiopia, then why 
disputants wou ld not often reso lve their di sputes (rough it is the basic issue that may be 
raised. This issue will thoroughly be examined ,n the next chapter that will mainly 
emrhasize on empiri cal study and analysis of pri lL Iry data c0ilected from the business 
community and legal pract itioners. As in attempt to demonstrate commcrcial mediation in 
compari son with liti gation", it will also be proper to compare mediation with arbitration 
because the latter i, categorized under ADR but more akin with li tigati0n by certain 
criteria. 

3.4 l"lediation as Opposed to Arbitration 

As attempted to describe in the precedi ng chapter, both mediation and arbitration are 
alternative dispute reso lution mechanisms. Under thi s part, it is intended to focus mainly 
on the differences that ex ist between the two. Both mediation and arbitration play 
impoltant role in making the process of resolving commercial di sputes. Mediation and 
arbitration c:JS displlte reso lution rn f'ch :::1 ni sP.'~ prnviQ f' P.~ ~ l1y advantagr;: ::; ;:1 I.;u.;i:'on ~'..:;,.,j! 

as; confiden llall ty, flex ibi lity, expeditious sett lement, and the existence of knowledge of 
professionals. However, there are still some signi fi cant distinctions between them. 

Mediati on is primarily a non binding procedure. As a result, even though part ies agree to 
submit a dispute to mediation, they are not obliged to continue with the mediation 
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process because the continuing process of it depends on the parties' willingness.48 If the 

parties are not ready and wi lling to med iate, mediation cannot take place as mediator 

does not have power to make decision and impose such decision upon panies 4 9 Thus, the 

owners of the settlement in mediation are parties themselves. 

Arbitration is a non judicial proceeding where disputing parties submit their conflict to an 

impartial person or group of persons fo r a final and binding decision.5°Thus, since 

arbitration is a private adj udication, it may offer greater flexibility of procedure than 

litigation. However, arbitration is less fl exible as compared with mediation because in the 

process of arbitration it still fo llows the procedure prescribed by law unless parties reject 

and replace it with informal procedure by their agreement5 1 Therefore in the absence of 

any other agreement of the parties, arbitration must comply with the procedure of the law 

including presentation of cases, pleadings, producing evidences and so on. This is explicit 

under the law governing arbitration in the civil code, which reads: "The procedure to be 

followed by the arbitration tribunal shall be as prescribed by the Code of Civil 

Procedure,,52and the Ci vil Procedure Code provides that the arbitration tribunal shall 

follow the procedure in the same way as in the civil court53In palticular, the tribunal 

shall be required to hear parties and the ir evidence and to decide according to the law 

unless parties exempt in the submission agreement 54 

Therefore, parties are free to determi ne the procedure to be followed in the arbitral 

tri bunal in conducting the proceedings. Failing such agreement, the arbitral tribunal shall 

be requ ired to fo llow the procedure as prescribed in the Civil Procedure Code. In thi s 

case, presentation of evidence and argument must be made before a neutral third party 

(arbitrator) in the same way as the court does. In arbitration, once the case is submitted to 

the arbitral tribunal by the free consent of the pruties in di spute, the decision of the 

arbitrator is binding upon parties because the award rendered by the arbitrator is 

considered as if it were made by the judges un less the decision is in consistent to the law 

and morality of the soc iety'S. This is the poi nt that has been prescribed in the ci vil 

procedure code which reads "an award may be executed in the same form as an ordinary 

j udgment upon the application of the successfu l party fo r the homologation of the award 

and its execution·,56 These are the points that would lead us to conclude arbitration is 

similar to litigation. 
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The award rendered by the arbitral tribunal is being enforced by court, which may 

attribute to the merits of arbitration. However, the fo rmal and strict procedures that may 

be used in conducting the arbitral proceedings and the adversarial nature it would result, 

make it less beneficial than mediation. In arbitration, the time it takes is longer and the 

cost involved is higher than mediation. More importantly, in arbitration participation of 

parties in the resolution process is unli kely as compared with mediation because in 

mediation the whole process of settlement relies on disputants themselves. 

In arbitration a party's task is to convince the arbitral tribunal of her/h is case, and 

addresses his/her arguments to the tribunal, where as in mediation since the out come 

must be accepted by both parties and not decided by a mediator, a party 's task is to 

convince the other side, and not the mediator57 More fundan1entall y as discussed above, 

in arbitration, the out come is determined in accordance with an objective standard based 

on the applicable law, where as in mediat ion any out come is determined by the will of 

the parties so that the parties can consider a broader range of standards often based on 

their respective business interests58 

To thi s end, one may conclude that mediation is an interest based procedure which may 

be settled by taking in to account parties' future relationship, where as arbitration is a 

right based procedure which may be achieved by reference to their past conduct. 

Since the arbitral award is based on the substantive and procedural provisions of the law, 

it results a win/lose solution as in litigation. Further more, even though it is categorized 

as ADR, in arbitration tribunal parti es argue against each other to keep their right and 

antagonize each other. Next, we wi ll examine some critiques against mediation. 

3.5 Demerits of Mediation 

Even though mediation is said to be more effective and easily accessible than litigation, 

there are a few circumstances that mny make it inappropriate dispute resolution 

mechanism. Since it is a voluntary settlement even if parties decide to settle by way of 

mediation, they may not enter in to the agreement. That means, a decision to attend a 

mediation process may not necessarily be a decision to settle the dispute . Attending a 

mediation process may be, a decision to explore the possibi li ty of settlement and to see if 

there is a settlement that makes more sense for both parties than continuing with the 
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dispute59lt is only where there is no option that makes the settlement poss ible, disputants 

would take the case before a court. 

In general, the following situations mitigate the importance of mediation. It is argued that 

commercial mediation is less important where the precedent is more favorable for at least 

one disputant.60In such situation, mediation may be inappropriate for the party who may 

be beneficial from the precedent. However, those who argue in favor of mediation do not 

admit the above argument. According to thi s group, even a disputant who would be 

beneficial by such precedent may lose some other advantages such as; cost and time 

saving, retaining of their business relationship, confidential ity, etc. Therefore, if a 

di sputant, who alleged as beneficial from a precedent, wants to save time, reduces cost, 

continues hi s business relationshi p and keeps the case confidential, still mediation will be 

appropriate for reso lving a dispute6 1 The other point that may be raised as a di sadvantage 

of mediation is, increasing of costs of litigation and lengthening of time that takes place 

in case parties fail to reach a mediated agreement62 and where such case is taken before a 

cOUl1. Under such ci rcumstance, costs of litigation may be increased and time for trial get 

longer and other problems, which manifest disadvantage of mediation, may occur. 

The other critique of mediation relates with di sputes in cOlmection with constitutional and 

other legal issues . As often suggested by many scholars, constitutional and other strictly 

legal issues need to be resolved only by court and not be other settlement mechanism, 

li ke mediation 63 This may be convincing for various justifiable reasons such as for the 

purpose of protecting the public interests by avo iding unlikable practices that may affect 

the public interests, for example, where fraudulent practices, corruption, bad faith, piracy, 

etc, is involved 64 If a dispute arises between a consumer and a trader or commercial 

entities as a result of fraudu lent practices of a trader or firms , it may not be a mere private 

issue. Since such practices are being prejudicial to the pub lic at large, it wou ld be legall y 

condemned by COUl1 and di sclosed to the public, thus, a constitutional and strict legal 

issues. may not be appropriate to be resoh-ed by mediation,65 instead, the case should be 

reso lved by the court pursuant to legal provisions. 

This view may be accepted w ith qualification because it will be unfa ir and mistaken to 

eliminate all lega l issues from the mediation st ream. This is because legal issue is one of 
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the many issues where solution can be achieved better for both disputants than 

proceeding to trial.66 In this point of view, if disputants, be it individuals, or companies, 

could receive benefit from the settlement, mediation may still be appropriate. If such 

issue however causes prejudicial to the public interest, mediation seems inappropriate and 

may be preferable to be settled in litigation so that the public would learn from the 

adverse practices and deter it from taking place because a court where litigation takes 

place is public and open67 

Imbalance of power is the other challenge of mediation. Under this issue, some suggest 

that society should never allow mediation to occur where there exists power imbalance 

because the disempowered person may not be able to make decisions and if he does, it 

wi ll be based on fear rather than on logic68In their view, cases with power imbalance 

between disputants should not be mediated. Instead, litigation should be the only way to 

protect rights of the di sempowered person and to make the result fair 69 The contending 

argument on the other hand is that the court system by its nature favors those who have 

power, money and that it is naive to expect that courts wi ll protect the 

disempowered7 oFor them, it is unfair to prevent the disempowered person from 

participating in mediation so long as others are free to use mediation. In their view, to 

deny the disempowered person to resolve hi s dispute by mediation is in itself 

discrepancy. 71 According to thi s line of argument, mediation puts in place safeguards to 

ensure a fair process and to prevent an in appropriate abuse of power by the role of 

sk illed mediator. 

Even though it is often hardly poss ible to find the same level of di sputants, whatever the 

modalities of resolving disputes may be, the bad consequences of imbalance of power 

could better be avoided by successful mediator in mediation. Because a mediator has the 

poss ibility of using his/her ski ll full endeavor to enable parties' willingness to come to 

the barga ini ng table in good faith n 

As courts strictly fo llow the legal procedures that would serve both parties equally under 

the principle of "equal ity before the law," problems as such may not get a better so lution 

in litigation than in mediation. So the ex istence of unequal power of the disputants may 

not necessaril y be the weakness of mediation. 
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The other weak side of mediation which is often raised by many legal scholars is that 

since it is non-binding resolution, the settlement agreement reached by the disputants 

may not be enforced in case of non-performance by one of the parties in di sputeD That is 

to say, since settlement agreement is reached by the disputants themselves and a mediator 

doesn' t have power to impose such settlement agreement upon the disputants, it won't be 

enforced by the govenm1ent agency as if it were decided by judges.)4 Despite the 

existence of such problem, sti ll there are a number of people who settle their di sputes by 

mediation. Since mediation is a voluntary process, it gives disputants a sense of 

involvement in the dispute resolution process and making compliance with the settlement 

agreement more li kely than in the case of an imposed dici sion.)5 

In spite of the fact that the settlement agreement may be enforced wi ll fu lly taking in to 

account the other advantages and moral obligation, this is not always true. There are 

instances where parties do not comply with the settlement agreement. In this case, as a 

settlement agreement is a binding contract, the remedy for the other party who requires 

performance is to institute a fresh su it against the non performing party before a court 

requiring performance of the mediated agreement, and does not require execution76 Had 

it been a judgment by court or an award rendered by arbitral tribunal, the ri ght holder 

(judgment creditor) would have demanded execution, different from the settlement 

agreement by mediation. This is the main distinction that exists between the settlement 

agreements in mediation and adjud ication made by court of litigation and arbitration. Due 

to this, the enforcement of settlement agreements in mediation is not as strong as 

li tigation . In the case settlement agreement, an add itional effort is required where the 

agreed party refuses to perform his obligation. 

In general, problems that might arise in connection with mediation have not been 

considered significant in the world experience. As has been experienced by some foreign 

countries such as USA, Gem1any, Canada, Utah, Australia, mediation currently is used to 

reso lve disputes in a w ide Variety of settling di sputes such as among family members, 

neighbors, businesses, employment, tort, nations)) etc. How they are trying to so lve such 

problem is the issue that wi ll be addressed next under the title "enforcement of 

mediation". 
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3.6 Types of Mediation 

As mediation has come in to existence by the consent of disputant parties and with the 

help of mediator, mediator may assist the disputants in various forms from which 

mediation acquires its name, these are; 78 

a) Evaluative mediation 

b) Facilitative mediation 

c) Transfonnative mediation 

Even if all of these types of mediation are used to resolve disputes, the first two are often 

used to resolve conunercial disputes, 79 hence; our di scussion will focus on them. 

3.6.1 Evaluative Mediation 

As the name indicates, in evaluative mediation a mediator is required to evaluate the 

arguments presented by the disputants 8 '(S ince parties or their representatives, present 

their cases in the form of lega l argument as would be held in court process, with out 

formal requirement, some refer to such mediation as non binding arbitration8
! It is non 

binding because disputants are not obligated to accept the merits of the case as would be 

evaluated by the mediators"/In evaluative mediation, disputants can present persuasive 

arguments that would convince the mediator and will win if the matter goes to trial. In 

this respect, the role of a mediator doesn' t seem in line with the meaning given to 

mediation because of thi s commentators argue that it should be called as non binding 

judges or non binding arbitrators82 

Despite the existence of such divergent views, many business community believe that it 

serves as an important ro le such as providing disputants with an opportunity to receive an 

unbiased evaluation with out having paid cost in trial and makes the solution to be more 

of objec ti ves83 
. .. 

3.6.2 Facilitative Mediation 

[n case of facilitative mediation, the role of mediator is to faci litate the di scussion to 

reach disputants to a fina l so lution8 4 In facilitati ve mediation, a mediator will ass ist the 

parties in exploring opt ions and measuring the st rengthens and weakness of their 
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respective cases. In facilitative mediation, the mediator endeavors to !facilitate 

communication between the parties and to help each side to understand the other's 

perspective, position and interests in relation -to the di spute·'rIn the case of evaluative 

mediation, the mediator provides a non-binding assessment or evaluation of the dispute, 
\ 

which the parties are then free to accept or reject as the settlement of the dispute. 86 

Faci litative mediator is, thus, jdistinguiShed from evaluative mediator by the fact that 

faci li tative mediator allows disputants to reach a consensual agreement what they think is 

fail~while an evaluative mediator gu ides disputants to hi s !her own assessment of what is 

fair8 !Having understood the different role of mediator, it is up to the parties to decide 

which of these models of mediation they wish to follow .. In the process of faci litating the 

discussion, the mediator is also required to be impartial and guarantees that any 

information received from the parties will be confidential. 

Countries which have a developed experience in applying mediation as a di spute 

resolution mechanism such as; USA, Canada, German, Afghanistan, have supported the 

pri nciple of confidentiality by law in that mediator is not forced to give her!his witness 

that he leams during the mediation process which he acted as a med iator88 

This is the biggest gap in Ethiopia. In spite of the fact lhat confidentiality is considered 

the basic element of mediation, Ethiopia does not incorporate explicit provision under 

conciliation as to how the principle of confidentiality, is being regulated. Thus, it may not 

be a mistake to generalize that the provisions govern ing conci liation are inadequate89 to 

meet the existing needs of bus inesspersons. 

As far as the issue of confident iality is concerned, many countries explicitly incorporate 

procedural rules. For example, the Afghanistan commercial mediation law provides; 

a party to the mediation proceed ings, the mediator, and any other 

person invo lved in any manner in the admi nistration of mediation 

process, sha ll not in arbitral or judicial proceedings provide evidence 

or gi ve testimony as a wi tness 90 

It al so includes that; the disclosure of the information shall not be ordered by an arbitral 

tribuna l, court or other competent state authority and offering such informat ion in 

contravent ion of the above rul es that evidence shall be treated inadmissible unless the 
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disclosure of such information is required for the purpose of implementation 
9 1 (enforcement) of a settlement agreement. 

The Utah Uniform Mediation Act al so provided a guide about privilege and 

confidentiality, thus an agreement must be made to ensure that the process remains 

confidential and privileged so that it will no longer be a ri sk in litigation if the mediation 

fa ils92 In Germany, confidentiality is protected by statutory professional secrecy, 

criminal liability fo r the violation of profess ional secrecy, and the ri ght to refuse to give 

evidence 93 

Therefore, in these countries the information learned during the process of mediation can 

never be used as evidence in the event that the matter does not settle by mediation and 

proceed to a court hearing. Having understood that confidentiality is an important 

element in conducting mediation, the EACC prepared and initiated a draft provisions on 

mediation and incorporates rules in respect of confidential ity. It reads, "unless the parties 

agree otherwise, all information disclosed before or during the process of mediation shall 

be kept confidential. ,,94 

It also states, 

Unless disclosure is required by law, or for the enforcement of a 

settlement agreement, a mediator or any staff of an institute in cases 

of institutional mediation, any representative of a party, an expert or 

a professional may not disclose any information that came to his (her 

knowledge during the process of a mediation 95 

Based on the statements incorporated in the above proVIsIons, one may come to 

generalize that Mediation is considered private and confidential except certain disputes 

that involve public interests . For instance, the European Parliament and the Council of 

the European Union on civi l aspects of mediation in civil and commercial matters 

provides situations where the informat ion may be disclosed or admitted in evidence as in 

the case of "overriding consideration of public policy, in particular when requ ired to 

ensure the protection of children or to prevent harm to the physica l or psychological 

integrity of a person." 96 
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Thus, confidentiality is a fundamental element in mediation by the fact that it enables 

parties to communicate fully and openly with out fear of compromising their cases before 

courts.97Further more, parties prefer confidentiality for two main reasons; 1) that parties 

may not need controversial business practices to become public and to entail negative 

publicity particularly with regard to competitors ,and 2) parties may be concerned that 

certain information might be used against them in a court proceeding after mediation has 

failed. 98 Accordingl y, confidentiality is one of the main advantages of mediation that the 

Ethiopian law makers should give consideration mainly because assurance of 

confidentiality wi ll attract potential users who are distrustful of publicity to mediation , 

and promotes frank di scussion necessary to achieve settlement99 

Therefore, in order to foster mediation as a commercial di spute reso lution mechanism, 

any information revealed during mediation should be shield aga inst subsequent disclosure 

both in and out of coul1 except where required for socieral interests .1oo 

The third type of mediation called transformative mediat ion primari ly focuses on the 

personal interaction between the di sputing parties, and the role of the mediator is to 

create conducive environment for the disputants to continue their interaction with one 

another. As it is more similar with faci litative mediation, we do not devote further 

discussion on it. 

3.7 Role of Mediator 

Before the parties commence telling their resp.e.c.ti.y.e-si.deS-.oLtheiLstories, the mediator 

shonld il1troduG€l H~mselLan<Ldescr-ibC-thaLsLb.LwjJI-nQt-l'.,nder-a-clecision that imposes 

\h!:nlI OI as if it were made by a ~ udge-oL-ar-bjtrator. In the process of me,Sliation, the 

mediato~dS=t{)-ass i s t the_pal'lies 10 9~gin-a-prodllctiye_excha.!lge of information about 

the issues in dispute and describes the-procedul:eS-to be foilowed I02The various role of 

mediator enable di sputants tn-explQ[(! ... whether the 'e is \U21\o!t ion thllt is b ter for 1 0f 

tl<e.m than continuing to fightthe di spute. 

As mediator is a cata lyst, by hi s being present the parties interac.Lar.uLshQu-ld ... lend a 

constn leI i V"-il0sture to th~ di scuss ions rather than causing misunderstandiog..,..,and 

.polari zat ioJl.
IOl

However, as-a mediator it is required of him to explain and make clear to 

tLle di sputants that slhe may di scuss with them the dif£Kulties an<Lthe re liabi lity_oL their 
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argumems-aHtl--f.acilitates their discuss i (~l1in reaching.Q!Ds.ensual settlemen t. In addition, 

as he is_an_~du~r.,_ it is required of him to kIlow the desires, aspirations, working 
. . f h . 104 

prQ~e.dures, bus mess constramts.o t e pat1les. 

As COlJcept;JfJ;lizecLby Ri skin , one oLthe functions oLmediator is to assist participants. 

In..his-Yiew; 

a mediatOJ:J,as-a..du~(UlssisLparticipants toward an agreement, and 

through a process that 1 )meets the participants' own senses -of 

fairru;.ss 2)does not violate lJl inimaLsocietal-not~t>ns--<3f-fai.m~ss 

between persons 'oI41O-U-lake-agreements... and 3)4Qes not violate 

~i.t+i mal staHdarcts-Gt-fairness..toward,u=pre.s.entecLthiJ:cLparti 105 

There are also a number of ..statutes and coul1 rules thaLmake mediators acC<lJ.!lllable for 

the co.urse..of.mediation. To .mention some of them, med@tqrsareoccasionally_di.re.c.tecLto. 

terminate-t.he....meiliation if they catmot assure bal€ d .dia[Qgue· or QEotec~e parties 

.£mroJ.larm. 106 In...o.ther inst=es. mediators must make certain..that mediated agreements 

a[~c~h the l~' .and in others ,mediators a.u:....rmuired to be certain that 

P-ill1 i e~ are informed-qE>eut-I ~~::as:-ect.s-OLtbeir ~piire'3107 ,.\.Wh~e....aLe.-dW i es of a 

mediator, the issue of accountability of her/hin~jJ~doesnlc.9111Pl-y wi th thenLluight 

a~~y", the la w- specifies th~CQ!lse§\J;)el'lees=fewnediators who breach these duties. 

For instance, a few statutes ~se criminal and q\!llsi criminaLp.eJlllitjes-for-ct i.sG-lesing 

S\lnfidential-FlIe~n eommll!li.s:ation or fai l to di sclose qualificatiOlls. lo8 However, in 

frequenl..Q.Ccasions, no .remedy has been specified where mediators breaclL theiL.duties . 

. ' Where no remedy has been jl[ovided, t"-l:~presumably....w.oul~enforced_through 

<; i 0J---.aGtioll~he-medi.&ors failed to comply. -unles~h~ enj oys- ll-s.tatutoli l.y . 

.i!wlUni1.y.-I09 the Rrecteminant opinio[:Jjs.lhaLmediatoLsjiabjlity..may be gQverned b~ -
genemI-mle5.=0f=liabihtie~s==()t·JlliE=Pl:o.fess i onals. As. Eth i 0 pia....doesn ' t ha \Ce_ <l cl ear 

pr~~ in regard of the J()~1id iator, the issue of l11e~o.r.s:.a(OooltlitdbilitY.i ll his

d'Ct hl' gEQS5=-fIegl·i.g~nt-ma,'-.faILunder ~ual' o e)'tra corltnictUailiabi lit~es..wlder the 

~Ci Y i! Code 

In some..i·ucisdi.c!,i,Ql~ample.-1)£.Af,...till! quality of mediation is ensured through entry 

requil'elllf:nt s fo.L.-I11ed iators including the educat ion level, training and experience llo 
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w~ich--indicale-dhe-;;ai:ri:!:ity anEl- an~nclinati_on of mediator to act in a particular way 

(ex~mpl>-s.oJ.ying the- imbalan!:.e proble/n).The set of such criteria fo r mediators would 

enable--a-.mediator--to impwve hi s capacity and to assist parties in orck...L1o acilitate their 

uegGti-atHms-aflCiHeach aJUlg.reemenL 

MediatOi' _h.as..sfweral Guties in_mediation process such-as; lo.des.cribe.Jhe_steps which the 

parties aI:e requi~ to do, to.ielLp.a.rti.es.J:tow_J b.ey would....solvc theiL.disputes--and=tG

ew 1ajf!....tha.L a p.ci-¥ate meetin~ElOau~cus.)--llliIY_ be held where the joint gessjons maJ' b~. 

inappropriate- III It .iLal so~exRected 0 him /he.!:.. to explain that s/he is impartia and 

ensur,,: that tlJPr....information will be confidential and oJ;fer theJ round rlllss thaS thy 
-' 

~QJl ld fo.u~.I~;k\-ge;Jl~ksince--it woul dJ.>~ dilligIlt tQ enum!:£ate~ach and eyerygetai l 
. '" . . . ... -

.. ~ks of a.J.nediatQ t;;i-n-ever-rs-t-ag(H)f-~diati.on,j t 11laX _be enemlizeGlbJ' the fo llowin&-
• 113 • C hI d' . . .. . main tasks-e.f- hmlfher; creating (ayora .e...c.ou .l.t·lon, asslsttng....pactl.es-..LO-C0i33mllOl c.a!e, 

. ~ac ili~li nB IHe-(!aflies' uegotiatioH-ancLe..\illluating possible solutions. 

3.7.1 The Code of Conduct of a Media tor 

Subscri bing a code of ethics is imperative because parties get an opportunity to know 

about and value the qualities of mediators. In the Ethiopian Civil Code governing 

conciliation Imediation, noth ing is provided about the ethical code of mediator. This 

might so lve the inadeq uacy of demand to resolve disputes through mediation as a 

prevailing mechanism .I would say so because in my questionnaire to the question "why 

the use of mediation by bus inessmen is inadequate to resolve commercial disputes", a 

number of respondents (56.25 percent) repl ied that it is because of lack of confidence on 

the tradi tional aIldinformal mediation as mediators' experi ences indicate that they often 

commit dishonest practices. 

This being the main reason that some countries incorporate provisions in their mediation 

laws that obliged a mediator to provide the necessary information to the parties 

concem ing his personality or other personal detail s that will eliminate doubts as to hi s 

Iher impart ia lity or independence un less s/he has already provided with such 

information. 114The draft provis ion mentioned above, a lso incorporates thi s idea. It 

provides that a med iator shall be neutral both to the parti es and issues of the di spute, that 

s/he sha ll be independent of the disputant part ies, and more significantly, it provides that 
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a mediator shall have to disclose any relationship with any of the disputants before the 

process begins. I IS As the Australian experience witnesses, the application of a code of 

conduct to the practice of mediation is problematic due to various reasons .For this 

reason, the professional societies tend to develop their own codes of conduct to regulate 

their own members. 116However the writers in the field of mediation normally espouse, a 

code of conduct that mirrors the underlying principles of mediation process. 

Accordingly, some of the most common aspects of codes of conducts of mediator 

. 1 d 117 InC U e; 

-Commitment to inform participants as to the process of mediation 

-Mediator must adopt a neutral stance towards all parties to the mediation 

revealing potential conflicts of interests . 

-He must conduct the mediation in an impartial marmer and should not offer 

legal advice. 

-The information gained by the mediator should be kept confidential. 

-Mediator should seek to maintain their skills by engaging in on going training 

in mediation process, and they should practice only in those fie lds in which they 

have expertise gained by their own experience or training. 

As one could realize from the criteria set for above, mediators should never give advice 

to disclose any information, to favor one party's position and to put forth his own morals 

or opinion to the parties because the settlement should be reached by the dominarlt role 

of parties themselves. More fundamentally, he must ensure that he is impartial and has 

no potential conflicts of interests with the parties to the mediation. 

Even though countries may set different standards including the certificate requirements 

for the successful achievement of settlement, the above eth ical standards are 

recommended to be fulfilled by mediators so that parties can give their trust and people 

may be encouraged to settle their disputes through mediation. 

Therefore, to maintain the reliability of mediation process, the ethical behavior of 

mediator should pass through all areas of mediation practices . A mediator also must be 
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alert as to the possibili ty of coercion, unfairness and power imbalance between the parties 

and should stop if such elements occur and appear harmful to either of the disputants 118 

In general, a mediator must be subject to the applicable codes of ethics. Ethiopia has not 

yet come with a law governing mediation including the code of ethics so the government 

should come with a new law governing mediation including the code of eth ics or adopt 

the draft law of mediation prepared by the EACC. 

3.8 The Legal Status of Med iation Agreement in Ethiopia in 

Light of Foreign Experiences. 

3.8.1 Agreement to Mediate 

For mediation to take place the di sputing parties should expressly agree either ip. writing 

o,Lorall y Ie .@t+l~'F-e.i-5~\C3nc f mediation. 119 Accordingly, pal1ies in-di.spute

must giye CnnSeJIt as a necessary requirement so as to advance 3-Ulcdi al.ion_process. 

Parties in di spute are not only required to fulfill to give COllSent but also they must fulfill 

the..basie-requirements of aFlY other val id contract. ThaLm~part~lIst be capable to 

~a-j.ur-idical- act, the obje,*-n+ust- b<::--lawful, 1llD.t:aLand.-.possiWe, anQ the agreement 

ru;crJs .to-C=F>I¥-wi.t·h-t~cmal...t:cquirq~ if any . . 

The issue J hat may be raised in connection to the agreement to_mediate relates to its 

effect. .fuf.@fr;tllQJ,1 ~paclje:Hlf!l=E.equi Fed-to ha~<e.lUade aJ+-a.~nLto mediate, it does 
......... p o.-/'"-

not seem to have binding effs:.ct...Q.I<-tl~em-t0-GQo.ti.nlle..the...pro.cess of mediation. As p~i es' 

pat1icip~ in mediation is...v.uluntar.y, 120 hich have a ri ght to...terminate the nediation 

at any stage of the rocesS-i:le fOFtHl-Se.tl.ell1.ent is reached~h a;!sf@=1CF1uaomed.iate may 

not be binding... 

In~encludil1~ fcem.flill.cto...pJediate, iLis required _to-cO_I'- issues relatin&....to 

confidentiality of th@..proceso,timing of the-mediation, mediator' s fees<Jlgreen}ent of the 
> 

~di-Spt!Wpt5 pot to ca l l the mediator as -a:witness ,~1J1.ml:iJ-y--f\f-d)lediatQr, andj:lCwl th~ 

p;'ocess of meilia1iUll is cont inui ng!21 Th@ agreement to mediate.. is suggested to be 
. . ----- --- . 

(}.'(presseAA¥-th&-eart ie ei:lher in-\Vr-i tin~ Qr orally. HQO-~JC telll]S of tbecaW:2"nent to 

mediate at uppose~-to-inellide the above issues_ whiclL J11ay ~l;t) esl~11 "l<'<JEl~I"---- ~---
<&IoIbSlanti¥e,j[ wi ll be,hardlt-l:lCtSsible..to memo.rize-.ynless it is reduced in writino. --------- --- -
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Which types of disput~y be resolv.5'-<Lirunediatiel1-0I'-GGnciliation.is.J be olber issue 

t~aLma)' be raised, A--s-regaros thi s issue, it seems nQLcleaLio the...proyjsions_gm'.erning 

conciliation/~nediation as in the case of arbitration an<L£0'!!flro.!!1ise. In dll:bitratiotl, it is 

expliciL thal-an....::existing or fut~re dislWtes can be ~ed."122 Like wise, in case of 

compromiseLit-pwvi4es-tilat- a..contract can_he_conduded to terminate an existin~ute 

or .prevent adispute-thaLmay arise in..Jhe future .123 Based on the abo_v~entioned-

_ provisions, a possible co.D.cl1!s.io~ualLbe drawJ1.Jhat there will not be _an_exception to 

GPncilli\lion Imediation so that..e.i~xisting Or future dispute may be settled....b..y.-Way QL 

Inediation. 124 kEadditi@!J s il1G~f0 ·sio" s govern· concil.iatl9~Rder--Ar1J]24 of the 
~ -- ~ -
Civil Code provides that rovis ions go\'.eming compromise agreemenLshalLbe --<.lpE-licabLe_lo-the GeBll'l£fllllisc--l:eached-in-conc.iLiation, iLwjiLhe-safe...t0-conciude that "an 

existing or future d@ute can be settled by m~d iation. ----=----- "'. 
avo id the abQve-.Lnentioned problem by providing to 

mediate. unlesS-expressly _eg:luded by law. 125 In conclusion, the dimutin~]la[ti.es..lU.l!Y_ 

ag~a GeHII:~cLt9 sett le their future_ disputes either .by inserting a clguse to 
, 

the ma.in-==, Rj.I:a ct;Qr~Fl=!bS@.Rl!.[ak-C()ntracLas in the case of arbitration. 

3.8.2 Settlement Agreement 

Sett lement agreement is .Jl1 <:Jl pal st~~W-f)f me~t:ion-pw.cess,aJ:Id-the-a.gI:eement-H~ached 

wi ll have Ie pl:l+-i-rI-wr.i,(.i.l1g.,..si.gned-aluLdatecLb~ the disputants.126Th.u5.JJter the parties 
-- "--

success~Fl-led-their---disputes,.jJds d.yjsed to draft and signed tl1l:....agreement in a . 

wrllteJJ..llmn. Here, Ibe qllestion what if the settlement-agreemen!JsJ11ade Qffill~)' bte.... 

~.d. Nonethe lOlss, Ihel:e-se8ms=no-slrict-pl'Qcedme to_put the agreeme_nt in settlingJ~ 

dispute in writin gblJI it...ma;y- be-appropriate-t0-makej.( in writing,.fo.Lv.arious reasons.ln 

particular,jLmay be. justifiable to reduce the ag.reement in writingillQIder to l.I.Il.ders.tru:!Q 

the terms of settlement agreeme11t for implementation, er where interpretation of words in 

the agreement i§ re.gulled, and to use as evidence in ease olle_oL the-parties.iai ls (0 comR!t 

with the terms of (he agLc.cment. 1~tj,i1~0.!.1 __ =i!:i""",:!±g~.e_cl-(·hat-il1-dtalling.lhe agreement 

reashed throll oh med.i ati.olJr-the-I11~d-i.ator-0r-an_attorney authorized to drafL shouLcL 
~ -
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tb&re i§ a breach of the ag~'eer~entI 2 7 --WhichJs also true.Jn_practi ce (see tb~settlem.ent 

agreement in annex"J..). -

.In EthiQ~#lR~t.j~nf60r.lciliati.oJ:L..iS-a-contract Jbe s~tkmenWlgre.ement may be 

governed by the -rule...of- G01ltract relating to-for.min...thcCiviLCo.de. 1 28Thus,...parti.es...~ 

to be fre~ to ~choo se which form to--±PJ low C§eetli"j11@ expressly provided by law. 

Ii?W~~, it is exR!:i2itl)'...!Rovided in the draft provisiolUhat a ~lem.el11Jlgreement shall 

always be drawn in writing,-hlgoed by all tb~]lllrt ies amWhe med±ater-j 129 whicltmmids 
c 

.thed,@'¥-'&f10Sfu0Mh& law in the ciyil code. Accord ing to the...ill:afi-pw¥is ions,-thertlQre, 

what e;:er the object in the di spute~')e (i.e., movab l~ or jum1D..\[ahk)~he 

settlement agree0}g't shalLbe redllce4i n writing-and signed by-.1be..]lanies._ 
-----

The ~er jss!l e rN.e.tn&-llI jtiw be terq~at-..are ~.uired to be included in the settlen1ent 

agreement. D.es.~ e istellce of variations in the telllis oi -,!greement and the issues 

£.QYere.d::l:tt:d isput~.suggested to constitutejhe foUowing provisions of the settlement 

,3\greement a&S:ta:m;i:an;is;.130 

- mutual release ofl iabi litL 

-dismissaLoflawsuiK 

- time lines for payment. security, interest 

-confidentiality clauses 

- tha t the-agH,,,me1ll:iscentered freely, voluntari ly-wi.tILoul duress or coercion, 

G i ven.-t.ll.tl,BffiteLlil !QH?llWV is.j.,.)ns;:a=t"r.ld<::~-r,equi.rerrtems'_Q.Re::ftW:>,=d~ concl usi on ..... 
that ~J 'l rLbe.Aj.~reminEltQ!9>i;![ti.es ifthe-settlmleJ.1t-W@Flkl11ade-erfll.J¥ hence, it 

is advisable to rednce th e-agreem~nt i n ~ .Th@...fuI+ml.H@"l-yi-l'emeBt-iH-Qllr ca..'e is not 

- -plain and stra ight feFY.j:a:LJ:i;;:=:: c:- _ __ 

The- other iv "p to htiaised in CODllcc1iQQJ.l;i) medjiHjoJ) is ti?&iSSll e Qkn.fo rceability The 

cfollowing -sectiorb5J?eI-k mfH-by:l;::tajJ ! ~ 
\ 
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---~-----

3.8.3 Enforcement Mechanism 

As the issue of enforceability of settlement agreement oft.en relies on the application of 

general contract law, it must fulfill the, requirements of '*IJtr"ct, .la,V\', in ordet,tQ be validly 

enforceable', Some countries have enacted statutes which change the existing contract law , . 

relating to enforceability of the settlement agreement. For instance in Mi1l1lesota, 

settlement agreement is not binding unless parties state specifically that it is binding in 

their agreement. I I I The Afghanistan Mediation Law provides that " if parties conclude and 

sign an agreement settling a dispute, that settlement agreement shall be enforceable in the 

same marUler as any other commercial agreement. l l2 Settlement agreement is thus, 

binding according to the rules of contract law in these countries, Different from the 

Afghanistan law, Polish enacted a law that provides a settlement agreement in mediation 

to have a legal status equal to a COUlt jUdgment. lJJ The German law, in the Civil 

Procedure Code (ZPO) of Germany provides, three instances by which a settlement 

agreement can be enforced, In the first instance, the settlement itself is enforceable as 

decided by court if lawyers acting on behalf of the respective parties have concluded the 

agreement and the parties have consented to the enforceability of the settlement. The 

second situation when the settl'ement is enforceable as a judgment is when it has bcen 
« 

notarized by a notary pub" .. "'-here one of the above instances is not fulfilled, a 

settlement is to be enforced in front of the court like other contracts,1l4 

The European Parliament on the proposal presented by the European Commission also 

enacted a law to regulate mediation in civil and commercial matters, which reads; 

the member states shall ensure a settlement agreement reached as a 

result of a mediation can be confirmed by a judgment, decision, 

authentic instrument or any other form by a court or by a public 

authority that renders the agreement enforceable in a simi lar ma1l1ler 

as a judgment under the national laws, u; 

Such variations in the enforcement mechanism of a settlement agreement indicate that the 

app li cation of settl ement agreement varies from jurisd iction to jurisdiction, 

What is the position of the Ethiopian law governing settlement reached m mediation 

Iconciliation is the point to focus below, 
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As enforcement of the settlement reached in mediation/conciliation is concerned, it has 

not been covered by the provisions governing concil iation .As conci liation is not defined, 

it couldn't be easy to infer whether the agreement through it is equivalent to a contract or 

judgment. However, an inference may be made from the provisions dealing with 

conci liation. As provided in Art.3318 (1) of the Civil Code, "parties may entrust third 

party with the mission of bringing them together and, if possible, negotiating a settlement 

between them." In Art.332 I (1) of the same Code, "conciliator shall carry out hi s duties 

within the period of time laid down in the 'contract'---." The terms ' negotiating 

settlement' and 'contract' used respectively in the above provisions may help us to 

.conclude that the settlement agreement reached in concil iation/mediation is a binding 

contract. Therefore, the possible conclusion can be made that the settlement agreement 

in Ethiopia is treated as any contractual obligation, like the MirUlesota and Afghanistan 

mediation laws mentioned above. Hence, the settlement agreement is enforceable in the 

same manner as any binding contract. Therefore, as a contractual agreement, if one of the 

parties doesn' t comply with the terms of the settlement agreement; the remedy for the 

other party is to require performance by instituti ng a fresh suit before the court. 136 

The same position is held in the Draft Provisions on mediation. Accord ing to the draft 

mediation law, the settl ement agreement reached between parties shall be enforced like 
.,' 

any other valid contract and it may only be set as ide by a competent court on grounds of 

non observance of essential elements and formal requirements of contract. 137Therefore, if 

one of the parties fai l after the settlement agreement is reached, the remedy for the other 

party is to institute a suit against the defau lting party, like in the Afghanistan case 

mentioned above. However if compromise is reached through conciliation for di sputes on 

pending in court of law, Provisions governing compromise shall be appl icable as 

prescribed in Art.3324 of the Civil Code. In situation where mediation agreement is made 

while the case is pending, the agreement reduced and signed by the parties is required to 

be submitted before the court and the court hav ing satisfied that the terms the aglcement 

are not contrary to the law or morals ,makes an order or give judgment in terms of such 

agreement so that it will have an effect of ajudgment. 1J8 

In summary, though mediat ion laws are necessary to faci litate access to justice for 

ind ividuals and businesses in Ethiopia like many other countries, the current mediation 
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laws dealing with conciliation are inadequate. Therefore, having learned the importance 

of the existence of substantive and procedural laws of mediation from the experience of 

foreign countries, the legislature and policy makers should endeavor their utmost effort to 

come up with the modern laws that regulate mediation in general and commercial 

mediation in particular. As the existence of effective laws to regulate mediation 

encourage parties to use commercial mediation as a dispute resolution mechanism, it will 

diminish problems of the backlogs of courts as a result cases that would be presented 

before the court may be disposed with out delay. 
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Chapter Four: - Commercial Mediation in Ethiopia: 

The Empirical Assessment and the Prospect 

This chapter of the study will provide readers with the assessment and the analysis of 

commercial mediation in Ethiopia based on primary data that were collected from the 

target group of the survey as the main source. 

4.1 Public Opinion 

4.1.1 Advantages of Commercial Mediation 

As attempted to describe the theoretica l framework in chapter three, mediation as a 

commercial di spute reso lution mechanism provides more benefits than litigation. The 

scope of thi s part of the study relies on the opinion of the public mainly with the 

composition of the above categories on which the data relies. As found in the survey, 

commercial di sputes may anse between businesspersons, or their employees, or 

representatives/agents and their customers, competitors, manufacturers/producers, 

wholesellers, retailers, government agencies. The causes of such disputes might be 

various but as found by the survey, the main causes of commercial disputes include; 

breach of commercial agreements, increasing pri<.:es, di shonest trade practices (unfair 

competition), illegal business practices, trespass of business places, non-payment of 

loans and credi ts, etc . 

Once a di spute ari ses, the way business people attempt to reso lve it varies. As revealed 

by this sample assessment, some of them have used to reso lve their commercial disputes 

in court while others have used alternative dispute resolution mechanisms. From the 

respondents of thi s survey, 71 percent were confronted with commercial di sputes. Among 

these respondents 12.5 percent settled their di sputes by litigation in court. While the 

remaining used to settle their disputes by arbitration ( 11.5 percent), conciliation ( 10.5 

percent, negotiation ( 16.5 percent),and mediation (20 percent) . 

While the Amharic application of the names of such alternative di spute resolution 

mechanisms might have been mistakenl y used, such that "gilgil" (arb itration) may be 

oyer lapped with "shimgilna" (mediation), and "shimglina with"erk"(conciliati on), all of 

them are being used by business community as mechanisms of settling disputes . This 
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shows ~espite the existence of inadequate legal framework and dishonest practices of the 

third party assistance in Ethiopia, businesspersons are sti ll using the above alternative 

dispute resolution mechanisms to settle their disputes. 

Respondents of the questiorUlaires who were confronted with commercial disputes and 

who settled their disputes by mediation suggested that they were satisfi ed with the 

settlement and only few dissati sfied with it. Most of the businessmen who settled their 

disputes through mediation expressed their views that resolving their disputes using 

mediation enabled them to achieve many advantages. [n their testimony, settling of their 

disputes through mediation helped them; conti nue their relationship, settle their dispute 

with in a short time, prevent the facts of the dispute from being disclosed to their 

competitors and customers as it might have resulted negative impact to their business. 

More importantly, since mediation creates the oPP0l1unity to control the process by the 

di sputants themselves, it results satisfaction. 

On the contrary, those who were di ssati sfied with the settlement through mediation 

expressed their feelin g that it is not appropriate because of the fac t that it lacks 

enforcement mechanism. 

Among those who settled their disputes tlu·ough litigation, the maximum time taken for 

trial was recorded to be I 0 years and the minimum was 1 year. This can be taken the 

longest time when compared with one or half a day, taken in a mediation/conciliation, or 

negotiation. From those who were confronted with disputes and used litigation as a 

means of settlement, few were satisfied with it. However, most of them were di ssatisfied 

wi th the resolution and witnessed how painful a lawsuit can be and believe that mediation 

as an appropriate di spute resolution mechanism as an alternative to litigation. In the 

interview made with them, the main causes of their disappointment are, taking of a lot of 

time and costs, terminating their business relationship and creating a sense of hostility 

among them. 

As revealed by the assessment, businesspersons have used the main alternative dispute 

resolution mechanisms mentioned in chapter two, in parallel with liti gation. Based on the 

survey made, one can imagine that if all such commercia l disputes, which had been 

settled by the above mentioned alternati ve di spute resolution mechanisms were brought 
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before courts, they would have not only overburdened courts and caused too much delay, 

but also would have caused crisis in the justice system and the economy of the country. 

This implies even in the existing situation, the contributing role of alternative dispute 

resolution mechanisms pointed out above, to ensure justice and to promote investment in 

the country may not be underestimated. 

As revealed from the respondent's explicit statement in the given open-ended question, 

they suggested if mediation is properly administered by setting up of legal principles, 

assisted by trained mediators, and the corrupt practices, abuses and partiality of mediators 

being regulated by adopting code of conducts, business persons would effectively use it. 

As witnessed by the countries ' experiences, their opinion might be correct and justifi able 

because the use of mediation has grown significantly in many countries and cultures!, 

which have regulated mediation via their legal systems. If this is so, civi l disputes 

particularly commercial disputes that qualify fo r amicable settlement could be resolved 

by means of commercial mediation 

This is testified by the responses of the public to the question whether conmlercial 

mediation is more appropriate than litigation .In their responses 82 .5 percent believed that 

commercial mediation is more appropriate. The respondents were 52, 50, and 70 whose 

business capital are above500, OOObirr, 100,000-500,000birr and less than 100,000bilT 

respectively, the remaining (28) were unwilling to indicate their business capital. Among 

those respondents who disclosed their business capital, those whose capital exceed 

500,OOObirr, between 500,000-100,000 birr and less than 100,000birr believed 

43(82.6%), 42(84%), and 58(82.8%) respectively that mediation is appropriate. As 

revealed from the data, even though insignificant differences are evident, an inference 

can be drawn that conunercial mediation is almost equally supported by all level of 

traders. This is a simi lar finding to a research made in America .In America, large 

business fi rms believed (85-65 percent) that mediation is more appropriate as compared 

with litigation 2 These, may lead us to make an inference that businesspersons are more 

likely to resolve their disputes tluough mediation than judicial proceedings. 

As regards to the particular advantages it may offer, the businesspersons considered 

mediation as a sui table method of resolving commercial disputes. 
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Table 1 

Total number Advantages of Mediation 
of respondents 

quick preserve satisfy reduce the reduce make any 
settlement of business disputants complex court cost info rmat ion 
disputes relationship procedure confidential 

200 142 140 127 125 105 70 

This table shows the advantages of med iation as chosen by businessmen 

Remark:-The table indicates the part icu lar advantages and the number of vOles for the potential advantages of 

mediation. The number of votes is not as equal as the number of respondents because some respondents have chosen 

morc than one choices while the remaining have chosen only one among the given choices. 

The investigation of the survey testifies that fo r the question whether med iation is more 

appropriate than li tigation, the businesspersons believed (83 percent) that mediation is 

appropri ate. As to the specific advantages, which it would provide, their choice from the 

highest to the lowest, is as follows; 

- it saves time ( 71 percent) 

- it helps to continue their business relationships (70 percent) 

- it helps to satisfy parties in dispute ( 63 .5 percent) 

- it enables to reduce the complex procedure of a cou ti (62.5 percent) 

- it reduces cost (52.5 percent), and 

- that it enables parties ' to make the process and settlement of mediation 

confidential (37.5 percent) 

Accordingly, though people including businesspersons are increasingly their way in to 

the courtroom for their cases, the above data suggests that commercial disputes are well 

suited fo r mediation. Businesspersons are, therefore, familiar with the importance of 

mediation. [n their understanding, mediat ion is more important to save time, to continue 

their business relationship as it was before the dispute, to sat isfy the parties in dispute and 

to avo id the complex procedure that exists in court. 
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As regards costs of litigation, either their understanding seems negligible or the legal fee 

is not understood as such a serious problem because about half of the respondents 

believed that settling disputes through mediation is important to reduce costs. However, 

had they considered costs of litigation as to include professional fees, expenses for 

application, secretariat services, transport expenses and the time value that it would take 

to attend the proceedings before the court until the case is disposed, and other expenses in 

connection with the case in di spute, majority of them would have chosen it. If they had 

done with the understanding of costs of litigation solely in connection with fees paid for 

the legal suits, their choice might have been justifiable because service fees fo r legal 

action in Ethiopia is not a serious problem. 

Therefore, it will be safe to conclude, not only scholars and practitioners but also 

businesspersons recognize the potential advantages of mediation for the sake of saving 

time, conti nuing the existing business relationshi p, using simple and flex ible procedures, 

cost saving, and often results in a greater levels of satisfac tion than litigation. 

The importance of confidentiali ty seems not being recognized by bus inesspersons as 

only 37.5 percent of the respondents supported it. This shows that the current practice of 

mediation in Ethiopia does not serve to pro tec t their cases from being disclosed. 

As we have attempted to explain in the preceding sections, ~a does not have 

adequate mediation laws, including confidentiality. As a result, mediators and other 

persons who involve in the discussion of mediation process are free to spread information 

that they might learn in the process of mediation. Moreover, they may be called as 

witness if patties fail to comply with the settlement agreement and the case goes before a 

court. Due to thi s, parties in di spute refrain from disclosing the necessary information to 

mediators that would enable them resolve di sputes in the accepted perception that will be 

a risk in litigation when it remains with out settlement. In addition to the closed 

questions of the questiollnaires, some of the respondents in their open-ended questions 

adJed their opinions that settl ing di sputes through litigation is unnecessary fo r 

businesspersons in many aspects . In their opinions, where a civil suit which may relate to 

commercial matters is instituted before a coun , the bus iness in cOimection to the dispute 

may come to a close, or the business in dispute may be suspended unti l the decree is 
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passed by the order of the court, on the application of the plaintiff (see annex I V). 

Moreover, few of them remind that in litigation, matters that may be preserved secret in 

mediation may be di sclosed to the public at large in consequence, reputation of the 

business may be adversely affected. This may be an accepted wisdom particularly in 

situation when disputes arise in sensitive areas of their operation or to avoid their affairs 

being published among business competitors, acquaintances or friends, traders or firms 

have often considered confidentiality as an essential element to use mediationJ 

The responses of the legal practitioners to the question whether commercial mediation is 

more appropriate than litigation are also affirmative. Out of the total respondents, 95 

percent believe that commercial mediation is more appropriate than litigation. As the 

respondents are combinations of law schoolteachers, judges, lawyers, and other legal 

experts, their belief to the importance of commercial mediation is positive. The 

assessment made by category shows that judges and law schoolteachers thought (98 

percent) that mediation is an appropriate commercial di spute resolution mechanism. 

Similarly, legal expelts and lawyers also believe (92 percent and 88 percent respectively) 

that commercial mediation is important. 

This data ifllli~ates that legal practitioners have a high-perceived demand in settling 

commercial disputes through mediation. Some of the practitioners also added emphasis 

that since resolving commercial disputes through mediation has commonly been used in 

many countries in the present world and has been witnessed cost effective, it must be 

encouraged in our country. 

As you can weigh up the above-mentioned data, as compared with the other category of 

legal practitioners, the support of lawyers for commercial mediation is relatively low but 

they still favor it as an effective di spute reso lution mechanism. 

Thi s finding refutes the theory that lawyers may be unwilling to support mediation due to 

the fright that there will be a reduction of cases in litigation and the subsequent reduction 

of lawyers' fee where disputes are being settled through mediation.4 The above 

mentioned di scovery rather supports an opinion which holds that if the individual lawyer 

spent more altemati ve approaches to di spute resolution, then the loss in litigation fee 
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income might be replaced by offering new varied professional services that encourage 

ADR. 5 

To recapitulate the discussion, as in the business community the survey made on the legal 

practitioners, indicated that mediation is a more appropriate means of resolving 

commercial di sputes .However, by way of taking in to consideration the specific criteria, 

such practitioners seem to have divergent opinion. The following statistical data 

evidences this variation. 

Table 2 

Advantages Of Mediation 

reduce continue satisfaction reduce Make the 
Respondents expeditious backlogs business of parties cost di scussion 

settlement of court rlship in dispute confidential 

Judges 24(96%) 23(92%) 2 1 (84%) 20(76%) 18(72%) 17 (68%) 

Lawyers 22(88%) 17(68%) 20(80%) 22(92%) 21 (84%) 19(76%) 

Instructors 25 (100%) 24(96%) 23(92%) 23(92%) 20(80%) 21 (84%) 

Legal 21 (84%) 22(88%) 21(84%) 18(76%) 20(80%) 18 (72%) 
experts 

Table 2 shows advantages of mediation and the representing votes of legal practitioners 

As shown in table 2 above, most of the respondents believe that mediation offers various 

advantages. In particular, it is more appropriate on grounds of: 

- speedy settlement of cases 

- reduction of case bac klogs of courts, 

- continuation of the existing business relationship between disputants, and 

- sati sfying parties in di spute 
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- reduction of costs 

- keeping matters in discussion, to be confidential 

As indicated in the respective order of the above lists, the advantages of commercial 

mediation as viewed by legal practitioners can be calculated in percentage as; 92 percent, 

86 percent, 85 percent, 83 percent, 79 percent, and 75 percent respectively. The data 

suggests that settling of commercial disputes through mediation is more appropriate than 

litigation. As could be read from the data above, even though minimum variations are 

apparent, all legal practitioners appreciate the importance of mediation. 

Despite the fact that it is thought to be more appropriate than litigation, reso lving di sputes 

through mediation has not yet reached to the juncture as in the preference the society in 

our country. The issue that need to arise is then, if it is believed more appropriate than 

litigation then why the demand for commercial mediation is not as much as that what 

ought to be. This issue is treated below. 

4.1.2 Why the Demand for Commercial Mediation is Inadequate in Ethiop ia? 

As could be understood from the assessment made in this study, there has been a 

tendency of settling commercial di sputes out of court proceedings by way of mediation or 

conciliation, arbitration, and negotiation. However, implementation of mediation as well 

as other alternative dispute resolution mechanisms is not as much as people wish for it as 

they have testified in this survey. Since mediation in our community has been used 

informa lly in a trad itional manner and has not been effectively regulated , there appear 

problems in the implementation of it. As a result, persons may not be encouraged to 

settle disputes through it so that they remain relatively infrequent. The demand for 

mediation is also almost ni l at the Ethiopian Arbitration and Conciliation Center (EACC) 

and the Addis Ababa Chamber of Commerce Sectorial Association (AACCSA) 

Arbitration Institute6,where it could be administered as fai r as possible. 

The reason most frequent ly given for the fa ilure of businessmen to make greater usc of 

mediation by businessmen is not because they dislike it. In view of the respondents of the 

questionnaire, the inadequate use of mediation rather emanates from its tradi tional 

application where it is not effec ti vely regulated by law. Despite the above ment ioned 
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inst itutions have been established to undertake alternative dispute settlement through 

arbitration and mediation to courts, as in the opinion of the respondents, most of the 

businessmen do not know about their existence. 

As we have attempted to describe, Ethiopia does not have adequate legal rules that 

regulate mediation in issues of neutrality, confidential ity, mediators' fees, and code of 

eth ics of mediators or set of standards about the credential of mediators. Since mediators 

are not regulated by a set of rules in the current practices of mediation, they are said to be 

biased and commit dishonest practices and such predisposed and dishonest practices have 

the effect of deteriorating 

the demand of the businessmen for mediation. Therefore, the inadequate regulations that 

govern the application of mediation on the above specific issues, and the subsequent 

gloomy consequences, have contributed to the discouraging effect on the demand of 

businesspersons to commercial mediation. Such malpractices of mediators in the 

application of mediation have created negative impression to businesspersons and the 

subsequent reduction of their demand for commercial mediation. 

After the above mentioned institutions were establi shed, no extensive promotion has 

been made to change such negative impression and to make businesspersons familiar 

with such institutions with a view to facilitate mediation and other mode of dispute 

settlements. 

This may be the reason why most of the respondents who were confronted with 

commercial di sputes settled such disputes in litigation, instead of resolving them through 

mediation with or with out the authorization of the above institutions. Similarly, the other 

respondents who confronted with commercial disputes settled their cOl1Ullercial disputes 

traditionally by vo lunteers and elders who are assumed prominent in business experience, 

instead of resolving through such institutions. 

Unexpectedly, however, a number of di sputants settled their disputes by "Alem 

Mediation and Peace Initiative Organization". This organization was establi shed in 2000 

G.C and is situate here in Addis Ababa with the purpose of resolving d isputes of various 

types amicabl y through mediation. In the interview made with the d irector of the 

organization, "until the date of interview (6/2/2008) , among others 47 commercial 
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disputes were resolved tlu'ough mediation.,,7 He also stated that such organization has 

given free mediation services. In his statement, "such necessary expenses, which are 

required for provisions of such services, have been collected from the contribution of 

members of the organization and from the aid of charity organizations." Here one may 

raise a question why a number of users of commercial mediation relatively increase as 

compared with the EACC. However, as one could guess, a free service might be one of 

the reasons that encourage businessmen to use mediation as a dispute resolving 

mechanism. He, however, was reluctant to furnish the necessary documents relating to 

mediation process and the settlement, which he might assume that it is confidential. 

In the finding of thi s survey, factors that are supposed to be contributing to the inadequate 

demand of businesspersons for commercial mediation include; 

I) lack of awareness of businesspersons. About 52.5 percent of the respondents 

bel ieve that there is lack of awareness about the existence of institutions which 

faci litate commercial mediation. 

2) malpractices of mediators. In their believe (56.5), since mediation has been 

experienced tradi tionally by elders in the community and has not been paid 

remuneration for the time they spent and the effort they made, they often commit 

biased and deceptive practices, and 

3) they al so believe (6 1.5 percent) that absence of trained and umegulated 

mediators contri bute for the low demand of mediation. Mediation in the present 

practice has not been conducted by professionals and experienced mediators who 

would discharge their duties appropriate ly and in a manner that attracts 

businesspersons. 

The respondents mentioned some further points that contribute for the inadequate 

demand of businesspersons to commercial mediation . In thei r opinion, since mediators in 

the current practice of mediation are selected by affiliation, they often attempt to benefit 

the disputant who appointed them. In addition, as mediators are often elders and 

illi terates (non-professionals), they try to settle di sputes customari ly and they may not 

assist in a way that enab le di sputants discover options that protect their mutual interests. 

In particular, in situation when one of the parties has greater bargaining power, they 
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could not help the disadvantaged party to develop a reali stic understanding of his/her 

legal options and to assist parties to negotiate a resolution recognizing their interests. 

Finally, respondents' opinions rest on the conduct of mediators in the process of 

mediation. In the opinion of the respondents, mediators have not been paid remuneration, 

for that reason they are easily susceptible to maladministration and corruption, which 

discourages the interest of persons to settle their di sputes through mediation. 

This may be true because in Ethiopia, remuneration shall not be permissible to 

conci liators/mediators unless parties in di spute expressly agreed as stated in Art. 3323(2) 

of the Civil Code. In practice, mediation/conciliation has often been conducted with out 

being paid remuneration to the mediators/ conciliators. Volunteers and community elders 

usually carry out mediation in Ethiopia with out remuneration. However, in certain 

situations where lawyers assi sted parties to reach set1lement, they have been paid few 

amounts which discourages strained mediators to provide mediation services as a 

professional occupation. 8 

All the above factors are supposed to contri bute to slow down the demand for 

commercial mediat ion. Therefore, taking in to account the above problems as rai sed by 

the respondents, the government must exeli its efforts to alter such negative fee lings of 

the public or businesspersons. 

The other critique against mediation is lack of enforcement mechanism where parties fail 

to comply with the settlement agreement. As set1lement agreement is a binding contract, 

which is not enforced in Ethiopia by way of execution as if it has been decided by a 

court, paliies that require performance shall institute a fresh suit where the other party 

refuses to comply with the settlement agreement. Since they are required to institute a 

fresh suit, they are often exposed to unnecessary expenses, a further delay of cases and 

for other evils. Such a requirement may be justified for a fu liher protection of the parties 

in dispute where they may be ullceliain about the adverse effects that the agreement could 

have on their legal rights9 However, some juri sdictions bypass thi s procedure and 

consider the se tt lement agreement as a judgment after be ing approved by a court or 

registered by the public notary in order to avoid such uncertainties 
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A few respondents in this survey do not admit the critique on the enforcement of the 

agreement. In their opinion, enforcement of settlement agreement is an insignificant 

problem in Ethiopia. For them, even though settlement agreement is not considered as a 

consent judgment, which can be enforced by requiring execution, parties are often 

committed to comply with the settlement agreement. This is for nothing but giving a 

sense of preference to the other advantages, such as; for repairing their business 

relationship, reduction of litigating costs and time and above all to keep the sense of 

being bound by their promise in most cases violating settlement agreement is considered 

as immoral. It might be from thi s perspective that 56 percent of the surveyed persons 

above replied that the settlement agreement reached in mediation is usually enforced 

voluntarily with out going to court for a new suit. According to this view, once the 

agreement has been reached, parties in dispute mostly respect the agreement in the sense 

that it is customarily accepted and none complying with the agreement is thought 

immoral. It is from thi s point of view, which is said that mediation as a voluntary process 

that gives disputants a sense of involvement in the dispute resolution process and making 

compliance with the settlement agreement is more likely than in the case of an imposed 

dicision. 1o 

This implies that a uniformly accepted idea has not yet developed regarding the 

enforcement of settlement agreement. As indicated above a few number of respondents 

(44 percent) believe that mediation lacks enforceabi lity because of the factual evidences 

showing the settlement agreement being violated by one party and the other side has 

instituted a civil suit before a court. 

Problems such as this, has been given attention by some foreign countries by 

incorporating laws that govern enforceability of a settlement. However, the laws 

regarding the enforcement of settlement agreement vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction 

as attempted to indicate in chapter tlu·ee. 

In Ethiopia, settlement agreement reached 111 'conciliation' is considered a contract as 

could be understood from Art.332 l (1). As a result, it is governed by the general 

principles of contract; hence, they shall be of no effect if the object of the agreement 

reached by parties is inconsistent with the law or public morality as prescribed in 
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Art.3316 Civil Code. Based on this provIsIOn, we may conclude that a settlement 

agreement is a contract so that it wi ll be binding so long as it fulfill s the essential 

elements of a contract. Accordingly, if one of the part ies after reaching a settlement 

refuses a voluntary performance, the other party who requires perfommnce can institute a 

fresh suit before the court but their settlement agreement is used as evidential proof. II 

Therefore, settlement agreement in Ethiopia is considered as any contractual agreement 

and shall be enforceable in the same manner as any other contract, like the Afghanistan 

Mediation Laws mentioned above. This position of the law is acknowledged in black and 

wh ite in the draft provision prepared by EACC, which reads, "the settlement agreement 

reached between the parties shall be enforced like any valid and enforceable contract". 12 

The other ground that mitigates the demand of mediation is, disclosure of facts in 

litigation when the settlement agreement fails. 13 It is obvious that mediators and other 

parties who involve in mediation process often be called for witnesses in litigation where 

mediation agreement fails. 

If disputants agree in their contract that they will not rely on the testimony of mediators, 

or other persons who involve in mediation to prevent the use of evidence in a subsequent 

trial, the pleading or motion for testimony, will not be rejected by the court as the ground, 

of breach of the agreement. 14 Therefore, the attempt of parties to restrict any information 

that is exchanged in a mediation process in a permissible way for keeping confidential in 

protecting the interests of parties, does not have a legal recognition. This show, despite 

the fact that disclosure of matters in the di scussion of mediation process has a destructive 

effect for the decreasing demand of mediation, the experience indicates that their 

agreement to restrict any information to be confidential has not been applicable in a court 

to which the settlement agreement is submitted. 

The above mentioned draft provision tries to solve this problem. As it has been stated 

explicitly, unless di sclosure is required by law, mediators or other persons who may 

involve in mediation process and learn information there from, may not be called to give 

their testimony at any adversari al proceeding, IS As it has been made clear, the above 

mentioned persons are therefore prohibited to disclose information that came to their 
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knowledge in the mediation process and to act as witness unless they are required by 

other laws to do so. 

The prohibition of disclosure of any information acquired in the mediation process as 

such, is supposed to encourage parties' frankness and openness in the process by assuring 

that any admissions, proposals, or offers fo r settlement will not have any consequences 

beyond the mediation process. l6 Therefore, the prohibition of disclosure as in the draft 

provision provided above has an effect of encouraging parties to come to the mediation 

process. 

In conclusion, the cumulative effect of all the above problems might ari se due to the 

absence of rules set for governing mediation. Consequently, businesspersons may not be 

encouraged to take their cases to mediation. Since, the most common pattern of 

mediation that works to date in our country has not been supported by sufficient legal 

rules and principles; the pressing need for it has become deteriorated. Due to the above 

justifiable grounds, it may be possible to draw a conclusion that the demand for 

commercial mediation is not as much as it is appreciated by businessmen. 

Therefore, it is timely for the Ethiopian authorities to come up with the policy framework 

and the necessary legal framework for the effective implementation of mediation. The 

enactment may be convinced for at least two main reasons; firstly, there are case 

backlogs of courts and delays, and secondl y, there is a constitutional guarantee to the 

right of access to justice for citi zens. Thus, supplementing the legal systems with 

amicable or non-adjudicative mechanism as mediation is a sound decision to resolve the 

above problems. 

The idea of access to justice includes; "promoting of access to adequate dispute 

resolution processes and not, just access to judicial system."l 7 However, whether the 

FDRE constitution incorporates thi s thought, is questionable because the reading of 

Article 37 of the constitution relates the "right of access to justice" to a "court of law" or 

the "competent body with judicial power" . 

This provision does not seem to include the ri ght of resolving disputes by any other 

di spute reso lution mechanisms, except the judicial system and perhaps, arbitration. 

Conversely, since there is no explicit prohibition to settle disputes by using other dispute 
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resolution mechanisms, like mediation, it may not be a mistake to conclude that FDRE 

constitution does not ru le out using of mediation. 

In conclusion, since mediation may be considered necessary as an alternative dispute 

resolution mechanism due to the inaccessibility of ordinary courts, or to avoid the 

increasing costs of legal fees, 18 pennitting conmlercial mediation as an alternative 

resolution mechanism for resolving di sputes, may be justifiable. Legal fees, in the above 

expression include; expenses for secretariat services, transport costs, wastage of time and 

human resources. 

The prospects of commercial mediation and the role of the government to promote in 

using mediation will be di scussed in the next section 

4.2 Prospects of C ommercia l Media tion in E thiopia 

In the discuss ion made so far, you might have acquainted with the idea that mediation as 

a means of resolving commercial dispute aims at preserv ing the flex ibility of settlement 

process and ensures the private autonomy of parties. 

To do so, however, it requi res restructuring and regulati ng mediation by laws governing 

it like the mcdiation laws of Afghanistan, Utah, Germany, Australia etc as attempted to 

illustrate in chapter three. Nevertheless, as the development of mediation laws, rules and 

regulations of the various jurisd ictions may not be the same due to variations in the legal 

cultures and values, it does not require to directly incorporating the laws and rules of the 

above-mentioned countries. The enacti ng of mediation law as such, has a purpose of 

encouraging parties to resolve commercial disputes in a manner of speedy and cost 

effi cient dispute resolution process.19 

Therefore, providing principles focusing on issues of confidentiality, code of conducts of 

mediators and the requirements that quali fy mediators, enforceability of the mediation 

agreements and relating issues, would serve as a general framework for the practi ce of 

mediation in genera l and has an effect of encouraging potenti al users to settle commercial 

di sputes through it in a more paJti cipatory ro le. Making use of mediation laws as such 

may be helpful to perfo rm three major functions: to serve as a guide for the conduct of 
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mediators, to inform the mediating parties; and to promote public confidence 10 

mediation as a process of resolving disputes
20 

From the examination made by the survey, mediation as a concept is widely used 1ll 

Ethiopia but it does not seem to benefit the legal community as a viable means to settle 

disputes. That means, even though mediation has been practiced as a commercial dispute 

resolution mechanism in the different parts of the country, its application is still 

trad itional. 

As it has been reviewed, mediation laws in Ethiopia are inadequate. As a result, the 

practice of settling commercial disputes through mediation remains primarily of 

customary for along period. 

In particular, since there are no any set of standards and training skil ls for third party 

neutral to serve mediation, mediators may be in efficient to assist parties in dispute to 

discover options that enable them to protect their mutual interests. Mediato rs in our 

country are often vo l unteers and layman who may be incapable to assist parties to reach 

fair and just settlement, instead they require parties to " forgive and forget "or avo id the 

dispute and simply pushes it under the surface21 which may not encourage di sputants to 

reso lve disputes through it. As a result, a dispute often gets worse instead of being sett led 

or may face the danger of being erupted elsewhere. 

As the current practice indicates and witnessed by the respondents, mediators have not 

often been paid remunerations. As a result, they have not been encouraged to act as 

mediators should do, or they have often made partial, dishonest, and unfair practices 

because no code of ethics of mediators by which they could be regulated. More 

importantly, since there are no govern ing laws regarding confidentiality mediators and 

other persons attending the process are free to disclose information, which they have 

learned during the mediation process and these persons can be called witnesses where the 

settlement tlu·ough mediation fails. Due to this, parties will not be initiated to be open in 

the discussion process, or they have not been encouraged to raise vital informat ion that 

may help them to resolve the dispute. Unless parties communicate fu lly and openly with 

out fear of compromising their cases before courts, there wi ll be a doubt to make 

mediation successful. 
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Therefore, confidentiality is imperative for parties to trust the settlement in mediation. 

Having understood such limitations up on the application of commercial mediation in the 

country, the government and other institutions alleged to work for the development of 

mediation, require bringing change and improvement in legal framework addressing 

issues mentioned above. 

The existence of such problems in connection to mediation does not mean that 

commercial mediation has not been used as a dispute resolution mechanism. As it has 

been proved by the survey, even in the current situation where there are in adequate laws 

governing mediation, it has been used and it is believed that mediation in Ethiopia is 

more appropriate than litigation for achieving solutions by mutual agreement. As the 

respondents in this study suggested, the government should make a legal reform that 

enable to regulate it and in a manner, that fit s the modern situations. 

Accordingly, in order to effectively and appropriately use mediation and enable it to 

contribute more for the justi ce system and to enable businesspersons to settle their 

disputes through it, the government should introduce legislative schemes. If the 

govenU11ent adopts mediation as a policy objective for the settlement of commercial 

di sputes and incorporates rules for the effective implementation of it, one could presume 

the prospective improvement in the reduction of court caseloads, in the increment of 

disputants' satisfaction and in saving of time and other expenses. 

In this regard , legal practitioners also held a similar view that commercial mediation 

should be regulated by laws that avoids the above-mentioned problems and attract traders 

and firms to resolve their disputes with out difficulty. 

In order to bring change of the legal framework in mediation, it perhaps is essential to 

learn from the world experiences that require mediators to sati sfy certain requirements as 

a prerequisite to ensure that they are competent to provide mediation in a manner that 

attracts businessmen. Though it may be a difficult task to detern1ine the standards of 

med iators' competence, some countries grant mediation certificate on condition to the 

fu lfillment of certain requirements such as, training, and experience22 In spite of the fact 

that it may be unnecessary to have a detai led knowledge of the subj ect matter to mediate 

a dispute, it is equally indisputable that the greater the knowledge and experience in 
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relation to the subject matter of the dispute is, the greater the possibility of being 

resolved.23 

Therefore, a mediator with trained, experienced, and expertise knowledge in the subject 

matter of the di spute may provide appropriate mediation service to resolve commercial 

disputes and make possible in building public confidence in mediation . In tllis case, 

trained mediators can assist the process better than adhoc mediators who have not had the 

benefit of specific education and experience24This is recommended by many scholars in 

the field of alternative dispute resolution that the government should ensure quality in the 

mediation process through entry requirements for mediators25 

According to thi s view, even though the national legal traditions have responded 

differentl y, countries that shaped their rules in the modern approach have opted to 

conduct mediation with establi shed institutions or qualified mediators. Institutions, which 

are establi shed for conducting mediation can assist the potential disputants in the 

selection of qualified mediators, supply information about applicable rules and 

regulations, and administer mediation proceed ings, if parties request such services26 

In this sample survey, legal practitioners and businesspersons suggested (95 percent and 

74.5 percent respectively) that it is proper to have trained mediators that may be 

responsible to conduct med iation process and assist patties who demand it to reso lve their 

disputes. They also feel that the establislunent of institutions could administer mediation 

process adequately in a manner better than the traditional approach so that it may attract 

disputants to settle their commercial di sputes. 

This does not mean, however, that in fo rmal or ad hoc mediators who would li ke to 

provide mediation services by volunteers should not be allowed. It may rather be 

reasonable to allow adhoc mediators to take part in the process of mediation. Since there 

are many disputes that may not necessaril y require professional mediators, small claims 

and other non-complex disputes may be appropriate to be resolved in mediation by 

untrained friends or volunteers2 7It mi ght be from this point of view that 25.5 percent of 

businessmen in our survey believe that it should be conducted traditionally as it has been 

exercised currently. 
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Had ad hoc mediators not practiced in Ethiopia, there would have been increased backlogs 

of courts more than the existing time. Conversely, if commercial mediation is provided in 

the form of established institutions or as an individual capacity by trained or experienced 

and by adhoc mediators, disputants would get options and freedom to which they prefer 

depend ing on the quali ty and amount of the fees as the respondents also mentioned. 

Besides, the right of access to justice may be ensured and effect of backlogs of courts in 

the country being reduced. The reduction of backlogs of court by itself enables a court to 

render quality judgment of cases; as a result, the decision of a public court will be 

predictable consequently, the public confidence up on it will develop. This is equivalent 

with the saying of "killing two birds with a stone." The draft provisions however do not 

seem to give emphasis on the trained mediators and the possibility of serving mediation 

as a professional career. Accord ing to the draft provision, anyone who has a capacity to 

contract can be a mediator. 28 

As we have attempted to describe above, established institutions that undertake 

commercial mediation would fac ilitate and offer rules and procedures to those who would 

like to reso lve commercial disputes by authorizing them. In this regard, the 

establishment of the Ethiopian Arbitration and concil iation Center and the Addis Ababa 

Chamber of Commerce and Sectorial Association Arbitration Institution, which were 

establi shed in the view to conduct both Arbitration and mediation/conciliation, IS a 

constructive measure in the enhancement of ADR in Ethiopia. 

These institutions provide rules for mediation about the code of conducts of mediators; 

limit its time and costs and maintain rosters of mediators, which may be appointed by 

parties themselves or by such institutions, in case they are authorized to appoint by the 

disputants . 

However, as they have not been supported with mediation laws, they may not be able to 

provide their services adequate ly. 

As we have attempted to demonstrate in the preceding section, one of the reasons for the 

low demand of mediation is lack or inadequate laws fo r regulating it. Hence, amendment 

of the existing mediat ion laws and replacing it with modern approach is a viable option. 
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If this is so, businesspersons may be encouraged to use mediation and mediators who 

would like to serve as professional occupation may come in to the market. 

Despite the fact that the Ethiopian Arbitration and Conciliation Center prepared a draft 

proposal for mediation/conciliation laws, until the date of writing this study it has not yet 

come to be a law29 

In order to comprehend the position of the government and its response for the EACC's 

Draft Mediation Laws, the author of thi s study has made an interview with authorities in 

the Ministry of Justice. In the interview; the head of legal drafting, organizing and 

consultancy depa!1ment, made clear that "the government has intended to take account of 

mediation in general as a policy objective, and even it has been started to establish 

'communi ty mediation' to serve for both criminal and civil matters."]O 

Added in his statement that, 

a crude discuss ion has been conducted on the issue of policy 

framework regarding customary dispute resolution mechanisms like 

mediation, but that is too inadequate and requires doing a lot with 

regard to teclul ical aspects, which would help to draft mediation laws 

in general. It also requires to identify gaps of the law and to conduct 

di scussion with stakeholders for mediation laws to be enacted3 ! 

In the interview made with him, the goverrullent recognizes the importance of mediation, 

as a dispute reso lution mechanism fo r various disputes but the practical progress has not 

yet commenced . In the statement made by the interviewee, the discussion to encompass 

mediation as a public policy has not been completed, and the gaps of the law and any 

teclmical arrangements that enable to make the framework on mediation have yet 

designed. However, the prospect seems hopeful for the development of mediation in 

general and commercial mediat ion in particular as could be understood from the holding 

discussion. 

As the ex isting mediation Iconciliat ion laws are inadequate to regulate mediation in 

parti cu lar, where business transactions have become complex and transnational, the 

enactment of new laws on commercial mediat ion that wou ld attract businessmen is 
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indispensable. Thus, by considering the importance of commercial mediation for the 

reduction of backlogs of courts in the country, and its contribution for promoting 

investment by making the commercial dispute settlement flexible and expeditious, and 

with the satisfaction of parties in dispute, it will be a vital impoltance to enact mediation 

laws. Therefore, it is noteworthy of the government' s commitment to adopt mediation as 

a policy objective as a means to relieve court congestion and to come up with the new 

mediation laws or amendment of the existing laws. To this end, it is essential to address 

issues of code of conducts of mediators, requirements to act as mediators (including, 

licensing), confidentiality and the enforceability of settlement agreements. As we have 

attempted to consider in the preceding sections, the draft provisions cover important 

issues, including; the appointment of mediators, conduct of mediator, confidentiality, 

agreement to mediate and settlement agreement, and enforceabi lity of the settlement. It, 

therefore, would solve most of the problems that ex ist in relation to mediation if it is 

enacted. 

As replied by the respondents of the questionnaires, enacting mediation laws is taken as 

the basic duty of the government for developing commercial mediation in Ethiopia. 

The ro le of the Ethiopian govenm1ent, however, may not be restricted only to the 

introduction oflaws on mediation. That means, the goverrunent' s task in the development 

of cOl1unercial mediation is rather more than issuing laws. For the improvement of 

mediation as a commercial dispute resolution, the govenunent also would familiarize it to 

the pUblic. To thi s end, it seems essential to allow courts to suggest mediation to the 

parti es with out, however, making it mandatory. The draft proclamation in thi s respect 

provides two contradictory rules. Art. 2 of the draft provision provides that all civil 

di sputes shall have compulsorily be referred to mediation and that it is prohibited to take 

cases to court unless the sett lement through mediation is fa iled. By the same provision 

also, it provides that mediation process may be conducted only where disputants 

expressly agreed to have their case mediated. 

Accordingly, if all civi l disputes are compulsoril y refe rred to mediation, it is not required 

to expect an express consent of parties. Therefo re, it requires resolving the inconsistency 

of the above articles by avoiding the clause that bears compulsory med iation . This is 
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because compulsory mediation itself, is inconsistent with the constitution which allows 

every citizen to take justiceable matters before a court. The other problem of compulsory 

mediation is that it will be difficult to make parties actively participate in the process of 

mediation by force. 

[t is also essential to establish a sound relationship between mediation and judicial 

proceedings because it has positive impact on promoting the use of mediation in a 

voluntary commitment. In this regard, some of the respondents recommended that the 

court should develop commitment to initiate disputing parties to settle their disputes 

through mediation with out compelling them to use it. The other duty of the government, 

as suggested by the respondents in this questiormaire is that the government should 

provide training for mediators. As trained mediators are supposed to be more effective in 

facilitati ng disputants to reach settlement, it requires offering educational training to 

lawyers, judges, legal experts, law schoolteachers, law students and the business 

community or the public at large. This may be true on the assumption that education, 

training and experience of mediator indicates ability and create an inclination to act in a 

particular way, like an effective intervening of hinlfher in an imbalance situation32
[( is 

thought that a mediator who has met training and experience requirements will 

presumably be more skillful at leading parties to settlement. J3 

This may probably be convinced due to the fact that the viability of mediation as a 

credible alternative to litigation is dependent on the ability of parties to be assisted by 

appropriately trained and experienced third party neutrals34 This may be accepted 

because a trai ned and experienced mediator would seek to help parties develop a shared 

understanding of conflict and to work towards building a practical and lasting resolution. 

On the other hand, in the case of poorly trained and inexperienced mediator, the interests 

of parties may be hamled by incompetent practice, and the public's understanding of 

mediation services may become confused, and leads to public dissati sfaction35 

By way of being acquainted with the skills and process of mediation through training, 

mediators may be responsive to assist and promote businessmen to resolve di sputes 

through mediation. Accordingly, businessmen may be encouraged to continue to use 

mediation successfully so that they will get rid of the old adversarial approach. 
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With this important caveat in mind, we turn now to deal with what measures should be 

done for promoting and creating familiarity of commercial mediation with businessmen. 

4.1.3 Familiarizing Commer·cial Mediation in Ethiopia 

As attempted to describe in the above section, the government above all is required to 

improve legal rules governing mediation and to make effort to create institutions that can 

coordinate and encourage mediation in general or commercial mediation in particular. 

As to the manner, how commercial mediation would be fami liar to the public, 

respondents of the questiorlllaire suggested some four significant points, which the 

Ethiopian goverrunent and the already establi shed ADR institutions would perform. 

In their view, establishing institutions is important to faci litate and administer 

commercial mediation in order to supply information relating to the process of mediation. 

In th is regard, practitioners and businesspersons have the opinion (95 and 62.5 percent 

respectively) that it will be more appropriate to establish ADR institutions that can 

provide commercial mediation effective ly tlu·ough trained mediators so that 

businesspersons will be attracted to settle their disputes. 

The other means by which commercial mediation could be famil iar to the public is by 

way of creating awareness to the businesspersons in particular, in the place where they 

are available. In the finding of the survey, businesspersons and legal practitioners' believe 

(52.5 percent and 93 percent respectively) that it is essential to create awareness of 

businesspersons to use commercial mediation for settling their commercial disputes. This 

can be made by various means, such as; by dispatching brochure for individual traders or 

firms or by trade associations, conducting conferences with the business community, 

using community institutions (edir, ekub etc). 

The other way tlu·ough which commercial mediation can develop as a dispute resolution 

process is prov iding training to mediators. As a trained med iator can make mediation 

more attracti ve by assisting parties to identi fy the disputed issues and to generate opt ions 

tljat help them reach a mutually sat isfactory resolution, people may be encouraged to use 

it. In the opinion of respondents of the questionnaire, trained mediator could provide a 

skilful mediat ion services to the parties who would like to settle commercial disputes 
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through mediation. In this regard, practitioners and businessmen believe (93 percent and 

72.5 percent respectively) that providing training for those who would like to serve 

mediation as a professional occupation is proper to inspire mediation as a dispute 

resolution mechanism. In the respondents' opinion, it will have an encouraging effect if 

mediators have acquired education and training because poorly trained and inexperienced 

mediator is one of the factors for the failure of businesspersons to use commercial 

mediation. 

Finally, respondents suggest that it is essential to make the use of commercial mediation 

recognizable to the public by means of promotion in the manner that enable businessmen 

easily acquainted with it. Legal practitioners thought (89 percent) that promotion is an 

impol1ant instrument through which the use of commercial mediation can be made 

famili ar to the potential users by advertising it through any available means, such as; 

mass media, conference, assembly and other locally accessible meetings . 

Respondents of businessmen believe (54.5 percent) that special support of the 

government for the development of commercial mediation in Ethiopia is also essential.. 

Even though Ethiopia has been used mediation in the name of "shimglina" traditionally 

before the introduction of modern laws and continuing as a dominant mode of alternative 

di spute resolution mechanism, it has not been developed as a legal system. Therefore, it 

needs to bring up to date and modernize it as a system by incorporating it in to the legal 

system and expanding the number of institutions that would foster commercial mediation 

in both the Federal and Regional States. 
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Conclusion and Recommendation 

Dispute is a normal incident that may arise from contractual or extra contractual relation 

ships. In our case, once a commercial di spute is created, it may be settled by using 

judicial system or alternative dispute resolution mechanisms as it has been used in the 

disputants' traditional maJmer and with which disputants feel appropriate. 

As we have attempted to review in the main body of the discussion, disputes that arise 

from the relationship on commercial activities have increased owing to the increasing 

commercial transactions and investment in the country. In the contemporary world 

where countries, including Ethiopia fall under the influence of globalization, and the 

involvement of large companies in investment and C0l1U11ercial transaction has rapid ly 

grown, the corresponding increase and complexity of commercial disputes are 

unavoidable. As the proceedings in the ordinary court often take a longer time in trial, 

bundle of cases are in a court taking unreasonable time and costs, such delay of cases 

creates case backlogs in court. 

In Ethiopia, people are not only frustrated by the delay of cases in courts but also suffer 

by the increasing number of civil disputes, which in turn causes in accessibility of justice. 

Case backlogs of courts and delays of cases in court deter the smooth flow of commercial 

transactions and investment that have flouri shed in the country. Therefore, establi shing 

cost saving and effective dispute resolution mechanism that would facilitate the smooth 

flow of bus iness transaction is one of the measures that the government would take. 

Mediation as a commercial dispute resolution mechanism has been significantly grown in 

many countries, particularly in the business sector. The value of an increasing use of 

mediation rests chiefly on the advantages of the dispute resolution mechanism itself. 

Disputes tlu'ough mediation are settled , in a quicker, simpler, and more cost effective way 

taking in to account a wider range of interests of the parties, and preserving sustainable 

relationshi p between them. 

The Ethiopian people in general and businesspersons in particular, have often used 

mediation as an informal dispute resolution mechanism. The rational behind making use 

of mediation in Ethiopia emanates from two perspectives. The first one is the advantages 

inherent in using med iation as a di spute resolution mechanism, and the second one is that 
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the ordinary courts have not been developed along with the interests of the society in 

satisfying justice. Mediation, thus, holds an available potential for expediting commercial 

dispute resolution mechanism, and a means of providing access to justice for the 

businesspersons. 

Therefore, in order to reduce the existing backlogs of courts and to discontinue the delays 

in litigation, with the state of sati sfying parties and obtaining valuable business 

relationship, it would be appropriate to use mediation under regulation. Where mediation 

is used to settle commercial di sputes with effective legal rules, diversity of mediators 

may come in practicing it and ensure quality services of mediation that attract 

businessmen. By using mediation up to date, businessmen can ensure access to justice 

and resolve di sputes with less costly but more effi ciently, and pay no attention to 

adversarial litigation to consider as the main commercial dispute resolution process. In 

the assessment made by this study, it was found that commercial mediation offers 

significant benefi ts; in particular, 

-in saving time and cost by making a quick settl ement of di sputes. 

-in continuing their business relationship that existed before the dispute arises. 

-in sati sfying disputant parties 

-in reducing case backlogs of courts in the country by ensuring access to justice 

- in staying away from the complex and strict court procedures because the 

process of mediation is flexible and can be determined by the parties, and 

-in preserving, the process and the out come of mediation, confidential. 

On top of this, one may conclude that commercial mediation is significant to promote the 

smooth flow of conunercial transaction by way of redncing the occurrence of commercial 

disputes by means of lessening the area of di sputes during their trade agreement and by 

giv ing a quick sett lement to the disputes that have already been created. Therefore, by 

introducing mediation, the above mentioned problems, which exi st in resolving di sputes 

by li tigation, can be ameliorated. 

Despi te the fact that these advantages are avai lable via commercial mediation, and 

businessmen are aware of these advantages, they have not devoted to use mediation in as 
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much as they wou ld appreciate it. That means, even though mediation has public support 
and the existing customary practices of mediation have contributed a lot in reducing 
caseloads of courts, businesspersons are not adequately utilizing it. 

An inadequate use of mediation by businesspersons arises due to certain thwarted 
reasons, wh ich are closely connected with the inappropriate application and inadequate 
regulation of mediation. These include; lack of trained mediators, biased and dishonest 
practices of mediators and inadequate laws that regulate mediation; in particular, with 
regard to confidentiality, code of standards and code of ethics of mediators, and 
enforcement mechanism of the settlement agreement reached through mediation. 

The above mentioned grounds are supposed to contri bute for the underuti lization of 
mediation and the inadequate demand of disputants. As the above grounds are 
contemplated to be main constraints for a progress ive use of mediation, it is indispensable 
to fi nd solutions fo r such problems. Because easing such problems helps to encourage 
businesspersons to settle their commercial disputes through mediation. As a result, a 
subsequent reduction of case loads will be achieved and business transactions and 
promotion of investments of the country can be facilitated. 

To this end, if the draft law on mediation that was initiated by the EACC is accepted with 
the necessary amendments and additions, it would so lve most of the problems that have 
been pointed out above, which are supposed to inhibit the effective implementation of 
mediation in the country. This serves as a promotion tool, and encourages commercial 
mediation as a legitimate mechanism for reso lving commercial disputes in a swift, 
inexpensive and professional manner. That means, as the quality of settlement through 
mediation is achieved by effective laws governing mediation, enacting such laws 
covering the above-mentioned issues meant that mediation would result in faster, more 
convenient and satisfactory resolution of disputes. 

Based on the above find ings, J hereby forwarded the following recommendations. 

• mediation is believed to offload pressure on the COUll system and the plague of 
congest ion of cases and delays in case handling, which would affect villually the 
public at large. Therefore, in order to reduce case backlogs of courts, mediation 
should be accepted as a policy objective to serve as an alternative dispute 
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